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In December 1990 an experiment was conducted at the Naval Postgraduate School
in Monterey, California in which four different receivers, mounted on the mast of a ship,
collected data simultaneously for several hours at a time. Ashtech LD -XII, Trimble
4000 ST, TI 4100 and Magnavox MX 4200 receivers were used.
The reference system consisted of a Krupp Atlas Polarfix laser system set up on the
shore at a pre-surveyed site. A two-axis vertical gyro system and a heading gyro gave the
ship's 3-dimensional orientation at any instant in time, providing a connection between
the laser reflector and the GPS antennas on the ship's mast. This enabled the reduction
of the laser reflector's trajectory to the Ashtech and Trimble antennas for subsequent
comparison to the kinematic GPS trajectories of these receivers determined by the
postprocessing of the data collected.
Each data set was processed once with the software provided by the manufacturer
and once with an independent software package, OMNI, developed by the National
Geodetic Survey. In addition to the software, six factors were examined to determine
their effects on kinematic GPS surveys. They included : tropospheric corrections, in-
itialization, satellite geometry, ephemeris type, data interval and multipath.
In general the software available is versatile; however each package has some limi-
tations which call for further development. The results indicate that the effects men-
tioned are small, generally less than the noise in the reference system. An important
factor is the initialization of the kinematic process. Bad initialization can cause a rea-
sonable solution for a period of time, but a sudden deterioration when the satellite con-
figuration changes. Accuracy levels of a few decimeters were easily achieved with the
systems and procedures used. Both Ashtech and Trimble produced trajectories which
were accurate to within the noise level of the laser trajectories. In both cases the solution
produced by OMNI differed from the solution produced by the manufacturer's software,
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. GENERAL.
The Global Positioning System, GPS, is an advanced satellite based radio-
positioning system which afTords a high level of accuracy. Achieving sub-decimeter ac-
curacy for relative positioning of a moving platform has been possible with technology
available since the mid-1980's. Numerous experiments have been conducted over the
past seven years to examine the various techniques proposed for surveying in the GPS
differential kinematic mode. Two antennas are involved in this technique where one is
fixed in a known position and the other is mobile with its trajectory of instantaneous
positions to be determined. Most of the work done in this field has involved GPS re-
ceivers mounted on terrestrial or airborne platforms, some with an inertial navigation
system for reference.
Schwarz, Cannon and Wong [Ref. 1] describe such an experiment conducted by
Nortech Surveys ( Canada ) Inc. in June 1985. The data from that terrestrial experiment
was used to compare various models for determining positions and velocities along a
trajectory. Mader and Lucas [Ref. 2] describe two experiments conducted in 1986 where
the GPS receivers were mounted on an aircraft and reference points were obtained by
photogrammetric methods. In all the aforementioned experiments Texas Instruments
Inc. TI 4100 receivers were used.
B. THESIS DESCRIPTION AND OBJECTIVES.
The Monterey Bay Precise Positioning Experiment ( MBPPE ) was designed to
provide kinematic GPS data from four commercially available GPS receivers. This ex-
periment, conducted in December 1990 by the Naval Postgraduate School, provided data
from a shipborne kinematic GPS survey. Of the four brands of receivers used, two,
Ashtech and Trimble, are leading geodetic quality receivers available on the market. The
Texas Instruments ( TI ) model is an older, but still a geodetic quality receiver while the
Magnavox receiver used is of lower geodetic quality.
The objectives of this thesis pertain to the kinematic aspects of the experiment. They
include :
1. Determining the accuracy levels of a shipborne kinematic GPS survey.
2. Determining the factors which affect the accuracy levels achieved.
3. Determining which of the above factors actually limit the accuracy levels achieved
and which can be overcome by various techniques.
4. Determining the minimal conditions under which sub-decimeter accuracy can be
expected in a shipbome GPS environment.
In this study only the Ashtech and Trimble data were processed and analyzed. One of
the objectives was to evaluate the effects of the post-processing software, provided by
each company, on the results obtained. A detailed description of the experiment, the
equipment used and the data acquisition, is presented in chapter V.
C. SATELLITE RADIO POSITIONING.
With the onset of the " Space Age " in the late 1950s, the potential of using an ar-
tificial extraterrestrial positioning system was soon realized. Traditionally astronomical
positioning had been used for both surveying and navigation. However, astronomical
techniques have many lirnitations-they are weather dependent, involve cumbersome
calculations and are not suitable for geodetic applications on a ship.
Some of the applications where high accuracy is necessary in determining a ship's
position and velocity include:
1. Geophysical Research.
2. Search and rescue operations.
3. Hydrographic surveys in harbors and their approaches.
4. Surveys for offshore oil exploration.
5. Military applications - particularly the firing of missiles from ships and submarines.
In these applications the expense of achieving higher accuracy is usually warranted.
As technology advances, at an ever increasing rate, so the accuracy of positioning
a moving platform increases. Less expensive instruments with better capabilities are be-
coming more readily available to a broader spectrum of users. Accuracies once achieved
only by large organizations with almost unlimited resources are now commonplace in
surveying. In less than two decades, geodetic positioning accuracy has increased by over
two orders of magnitude, due mainly to the development of systems based on
extraterrestrial instrumentation techniques.
There are three main categories of extraterrestrial systems :
1. Radio Positioning Systems - TRANSIT, ARGOS, GPS....
2. Laser Ranging Systems - satellite ( SLR ) and lunar ( LLR )
3. Very Long Baseline Interferometry ( VLBI )
Of these VLBI is the most accurate and is virtually independent of the baseline length.
SLR is a little less accurate on shorter baselines, but, being more stable and even less
dependent on baseline length than VLBI, has the same accuracy as the latter on longer
baselines ( over 100 km in length ). While VLBI and SLR techniques remain relatively
expensive and resource demanding, the satellite radio positioning systems are rapidly
becoming available to the individual surveyor at ever decreasing costs.
The installation and maintenance of the satellites and the overall control of the sat-
ellite radio positioning systems remains in the hands of the DoD. However the systems
are readily available to the individual user. In the past a team of surveyors, with much
equipment and a lot of pre-survey planning and logistics, would spend days in the field
surveying a certain area. Today the trend is towards the individual surveyor, with a
portable receiver, hardly bigger than a briefcase, and a tripod, completing the same sur-
vey in a matter of hours to at least a comparable degree of accuracy as before. Using the
correct techniques and understanding the idiosyncracies of the systems developed, it is
possible to improve upon the accuracies achieved with conventional terrestrial survey
techniques.
D. SATELLITE POSITIONING SYSTEMS.
1. Transit
The Transit satellite system was one of the first successful satellite-based posi-
tioning systems developed. Though not directly relevant to this thesis, the importance
of the Transit system as a harbinger in the field of satellite-based positioning, warrants
at least a few words. Released for commercial use in 1967, Transit was instrumental in
establishing modern geocentric datums and in connecting various national datums to a
geocentric reference frame. Although Transit has many features which limit the accuracy
levels it can provide, the system served as a basis for learning and improvement in sub-
sequent systems such as GPS.
The main features of Transit include :
1. Six active satellites make up the Transit satellite constellation-this causes waiting
times of up to one and a half hours between satellites and requires a few days of
observations to achieve meter-level accuracy.
2. Transit satellites are only about 1100 km above the earth-therefore they are af-
fected by local gravity field variations which introduce errors into their orbit de-
termination.
3. Transit satellite transmissions are at 150 MHz and 400 MHz-frequencies which
are susceptible to ionospheric delay and disturbances.
These features were improved upon in the NAVSTAR ( Navigation Satellite Timing and
Ranging ) GPS design.
2. The GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM ( GPS )
GPS has been in use for over a decade, with the first Block I satellites launched
in 1978. While initial plans anticipated a full configuration of 21 Block II operational
satellites by 1988, due to delays in the NASA space shuttle program this objective was
not met. Today ( July 1991 ) there are 16 operational Block I and Block II satellites,
which give good coverage of most of the world most of the time. In the near future the
first phase of the GPS program should be completed with all the planned satellites op-
erational, affording adequate continuous coverage of the entire globe.
The primary goal of GPS is to provide ground, air and naval units of the U.S.
military and its NATO allies with a unified, high-precision, all-weather, instantaneous
positioning capability. The 21 operational satellites are to be arranged in six orbital
planes, at a nominal altitude of 20,183 km above the earth with a period of about 12
sidereal hours. Three spare satellites are planned to enable periodic maintenance on the
main, operational satellites without reducing the coverage for any length of time. The
satellites complete two orbital revolutions per sidereal day, rising only four minutes
earlier each day at any given site. This results in the high predictability of satellite rise
times and expected satellite geometry as well as a fixed ground track on the earth.
The Global Positioning System is comprised of three main segments. These are
the space segment, the control segment and the user segment. Table 1 provides a concise
overview of the different segments and their roles in GPS.
Table 1. FUNCTION AND PRODUCTS OF THE THREE GPS SEGMENTS.
Segment Function Input Output
Space Generate and transmit
Code and Carrier Phases
and Navigation message
Navigation message P - codes, C/A - codes,
L, & L2 Carrier, Naviga-
tion message












The space segment consists of the satellites which transmit two radio frequencies ( Z,,
and L2 ) for positioning purposes, with these carrier frequencies modulated by two
pseudo-random noise codes and a navigation message. The carrier frequencies and the
modulations are controlled by on-board atomic clocks.
The control segment consists of a master control station near Colorado Springs
and four other monitor stations located around the world. Figure 1 shows a map de-
picting the positions of the five stations.
Figure 1. GPS Control Stations.
The purpose of the control segment is to monitor the satellite transmissions contin-
uously, predict the satellite ephemerides, calibrate the satellite clocks and update the
navigation message periodically.
The user segment encompasses all the potential users, military and civilian, and
the receiver equipment manufactured by a growing number of companies. Receivers on
the ground, be they fixed or moving, track the incoming signals, codes, carrier phase and
broadcast message. Using various techniques which will be discussed later, the receiver
determines the instantaneous range between itself and the satellites being tracked.
3. General Observation Equation.
In order to determine the receiver's position in three dimensions ( X, Y, Z earth
- centered earth-fixed or geodetic coordinates ) and solving for an unknown time bias
in the receiver's clock, at least four satellites need to be tracked. Given the satellites' in-
stantaneous positions from the broadcast message, and the ranges measured to the four
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where
i = 1...4 is the satellite whose range is being determined.
t is the instant at which the range is being determined.
Xs, Ys, Zs are the satellite coordinates at that time.
p is the measured range.
Xr, Yr, Zr are the unknown receiver coordinates at that time.
t, is the time effect of the receiver clock on the range measurement.
c is the signal propagation speed.
This is of course only a simplified view of the observation equation. There are
other factors which enter into the equation and affect the measurements. These factors
include ionospheric delay of the transmitted signal, tropospheric effects of the lower at-
mosphere and random noise. They must either be modeled to account for their effects
on the measurements or, if necessary, considered as unknowns to be solved for statis-
tically. The latter approach depends on how many satellites are being tracked and the
degrees of freedom we have in our equations. The minimal requirement is to have the
same number of equations ( measurements ) as unknowns ( parameters to be solved for
). With the limited number of satellites available this imposes a constraint on the number
of parameters we can solve for statistically. The next chapter deals with the techniques
used in GPS and elaborates on the method of positioning a GPS receiver.
4. Kinematic GPS.
Kinematic GPS is the term commonly used to describe the technique of se-
quentially surveying a number of stations with a single mobile receiver and a fixed ref-
erence receiver. This technique, when modified to a continuous mode with a small
measurement interval ( 1 second for example ), enables the user to position the platform
on which the receiver is mounted. This method requires the second receiver set up at a
fixed, " known " station, simultaneously collecting data. For " real time " navigational
uses, a radiolink between the fixed and " rover " (moving) receivers passes data from the
receiver at the known site to the unknown site. For surveying purposes a radiolink is not
necessary and the measurements are incorporated into the post-processing programs.
Each point in the " rover " receiver's trajectory is considered as a new baseline to the
fixed receiver. This method is known as " Differential GPS " and can be used both for
static and kinematic surveys.
5. GPS Measurements.
In GPS surveying there are essentially two methods of measuring the distance
between a satellite and a receiver's antenna.
1. The Range measurement
2. The Phase measurement
The Range measurement determines the time lapse between the instant a signal
is transmitted from the satellite and the instant the signal arrives at the antenna. This
time difference is then multiplied by the assumed speed of light to get the distance by,
Pr =A/c
Any error in the measurement of the transmission time, the received signal time or in the
speed of light ( propagation effects ) will automatically create an error in the range
measurement between satellite and antenna and subsequently in the receiver's position.
Measuring the phase of a signal involves three separate issues. Once the signal
is received it is possible to measure the instantaneous phase, the fraction of a cycle at a
given time. As long as the signal is continuously tracked, it is easy to count the number
of full cycles received since the initial receive time. The number of full cycles the signal
went through, between the transmitter and the receiver, prior to the initial measurement
in the receiver, is a factor which has to be determined. This is termed the cycle ambigu-
ity.
The phase measurement compares the phase of the signal as it left the satellite
and when it arrived at the antenna. Once we know the number of full cycles the carrier
wave has gone through in its path, the phase measurement determines the range between
satellite and antenna to sub-cycle accuracy. The wavelength for the L, carrier wave is
about 19 cm long, enabling the receiver to easily determine the range to centimeter level
( typically less than half a wavelength error or 180 degrees in the phase measurement).
As long as the cycle count is determined accurately at an initial instant in time and lock
is not lost with the satellite, this measurement gives the best results for positioning the
receiver's antenna. The distance in this case is determined by the basic equation :
P<t>
=NA+ (f) A
where N is the integer number of wavelengths and <j> is the fractional part of the wave-
length ( phase ) measured in cycles.
In practice neither of these methods is used directly. This is only a basic, con-
ceptual introduction to the scientific approach to surveying using a satellite radio posi-
tioning system. The next chapter presents a detailed description of the mathematical
models involved in GPS and the development of the techniques used.
II. BACKGROUND
A. GENERAL
This chapter explains and elaborates on the terms and concepts used in GPS. Many
books have been written on the subject of GPS surveying. This chapter however is in-
tended only to present a concise overview for the reader who is not familiar with GPS,
emphasizing the kinematic mode of surveying and all that pertains to it. The next
chapter describes the differential kinematic procedure in detail.
1. Satellite Orbits
As mentioned in the introduction, one of the essential features of GPS is the
determination of the satellite positions. Measuring the range between a receiver whose
position is unknown and a transmitter whose position is also unknown is pointless. For
differential, relative positioning however, a high degree of accuracy in the satellites' in-
stantaneous coordinates is not necessary. Considering the distance between the satellites
and the receivers compared to the distance between two receivers in differential mode
surveying, errors in the satellite position will be almost entirely eliminated in the differ-
encing process ( described further on in this chapter ). What is of greater importance is
the time tag on the satellite positions given. With a speed of almost 4 km/s, the satellite
positions can easily deteriorate if a time discrepancy is introduced into the system at any
stage. With a number of time frames in GPS — satellite time, receiver time, GPS time
and UTC — it is imperative that time-tagging be well defined and cautiously imple-
mented.
A few words on orbital elements are necessary to enhance the understanding of
the satellite motion. Six forces contribute to the satellite motion :
1. Gravitational attraction of the earth -- the greatest force.
2. Gravitational attraction of the sun, moon and planets — weaker forces due to the
distances involved ( called third body effects ).
3. Atmospheric drag force - very small at 20,000 km above the earth's surface.
4. Solar radiation pressure.
5. Magnetic forces.
6. The variable part of the earth's gravitational field arising from tidal and other def-
ormations of the solid earth and the oceans.
The main characteristics of the satellite motion are determined by the major force, the
earth's gravitational attraction, which is three orders of magnitude larger than all the
other forces together. The remaining forces listed vary in time and cause perturbations
in the satellite's orbit.
The equations of motion for satellites are differential equations that are solved
by numerical integration over time. Integration begins with initial conditions, such as
the position and velocity of the satellite at some initial instant ( epoch ). The basic




where G is the universal gravitational constant, m is the mass of the satellite, ME is the
mass of the earth and r is the geocentric distance to the satellite.
This is actually a simplification. The spherical harmonic expansion to the order
9 by 9 is used to model the earth's gravitational potential. This higher order expansion
accounts for the small perturbations in the earth's gravity field and improves accuracy
of the orbit prediction. A more detailed development of these spherical harmonics can
be found in many books on physical geodesy, such as " Physical Geodesy " by Heiskanen
and Moritz [Ref. 3]. Kepler's laws follow from Newton's law of gravitation and they
define the orbital motion of the satellites. Six Keplerian elements are needed to position
a satellite in space. Three, (Q, co, i) position the orbital ellipse in space and the other
three, (a,e,f) determine the position of the satellite within the orbital plane. Figure 2
shows the relationships between the six Kepler elements.
The definitions of the Kepler elements are:
1. Q = right ascension of the ascending node — the geocentric angle between the
nodal directions and vernal equinox measured in the equatorial plane.
2. co = argument of perigee -- the angle between the nodal and perigee directions
measured in the orbital plane.
3. i = inclination - the angle between the equatorial and orbital planes.
4. a = semi-major axis of the elliptical orbit. ( b = semi-minor axis of the elliptical
orbit ).
5. e = eccentricity of the orbit ( e =—-—).
6. f = an element describing the position of the satellite on the orbital ellipse at a
given time; usually one of the anomalies, true, eccentric or mean, which relate sat-










Figure 2. The Orbital Plane: See text for definition of the symbols.






1/2 is the mean motion,
t = epoch when the satellite position is required
i
p
is the time of perigee crossing.
a. Broadcast Ephemerises.
The broadcast ephemeris information transmitted by the satellites is com-
puted and controlled by the Master Control Segment. Five ground stations, at Colorado
Springs, Hawaii, Ascencion, Diego Garcia and Kwajalein, are monitor stations with
Colorado Springs being the master station. Ephemeris prediction is a two step proce-
11
dure. First a reference ephemeris is produced from data gathered over a week at the five
monitor stations. Predicted ephemeriscs are then periodically produced based on addi-
tional " on-line " pseudorange and integrated Doppler measurements (nominally 15
minutes of smoothed data recorded at 1.5 second intervals) at each of the monitor
stations. Figure 3 shows the ephemeris prediction procedure.
The reference ephemeris and the " on-line " predicted ephemerises are com-
pared and discrepancies produced. These discrepancies are corrected for known biases,
such as ionospheric and tropospheric effects, satellite and monitor station antenna phase
center offsets and relativistic effects resulting from the earth's rotation and satellite mo-
tion. The pseudorange measurements are smoothed and output every 15 minutes for
each satellite-station pair. The integrated Doppler measurements are sampled every 15
minutes. The data sets thus produced are then processed by a Kalman filter estimator
to produce estimates of the satellite positions and velocity states.
The orbital element perturbations, output by the Kalman filter, are used to
correct the reference ephemeris, and an extrapolated ephemeris is predicted for upload
to the satellite. Once the full constellation of GPS satellites is operational, predicted
ephemeris errors of about 1 m radially, 7 m along track and 3 m cross track are expected.
The broadcast ephemerises are transmitted in the navigation message of the satellite.
Each satellite transmits orbital information for the entire satellite constellation. At a
minimum the ephemeris data is uploaded to the satellites daily. The satellites also keep
track of the time lapse from the latest ephemeris upload. The orbital parameters trans-
mitted describe the predicted satellite orbit for the period for which they are intended -
about an hour from a determined reference epoch. The processing software uses a
polynomial interpolation algorithm to determine the positions of the satellites at the re-
quired epochs, between the reference epochs.
b. Precise Ephemerises.
Postcomputed or " precise " ephemerises serve various purposes. For ab-
solute positioning and other high accuracy purposes a better position of the satellites is
required. The orbital determination procedure is similar to that of the reference orbits
for the broadcast ephemeris. However, in addition to the five monitor stations, stations
in Australia, Seychelles, England and Argentina augment the data base used. A more
extensive international network is planned for the future.
The precise ephemerises are available on a weekly basis, usually with a few
weeks delay. However, since they are used only in post-processing, this is not of impor-

















Figure 3. Ephemeris Prediction Procedure.: Here p is the range, the subscripts
refer to the receivers and the superscripts to the satellites.
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at 15 minute intervals. Most of the post-processing programs available today can ac-
commodate both broadcast and precise ephemeris files. The main difference between the
broadcast and the precise ephemerises lies in the method used to obtain each of them.
The broadcast ephemeris is obtained by extrapolation, predicting the future positions
of the satellites based on data that could be up to 36 hours old. The precise ephemerises
on the other hand are obtained using interpolation of actual data recorded.
2. The GPS Signal
All GPS transmissions are coherently derived from the fundamental frequency






= 1575.42 MHz, L2 = 120/ = 1227.60MHz The resulting wavelengths
for the two carriers are about 19 cm and 24 cm respectively. The chipping rate of the P
- code is equal to the fundamental frequency - 10.23 MHz, while that of the C / A - code
is one-tenth of the fundamental frequency - 1.023 MHz. Table 2 shows the important
features of the GPS code frequencies [Ref. 4].
Table 2. SUMMARY OF GPS SIGNALS
Feature C/A P Message
Chipping rate 1.023 M bps 10.23 M bps 50 bps
Wavelength 293 m 29.3 m N / A
Repetition 1 ms 1 week N/ A
Attributes Easy to acquire
Precise positioning
Jam resistant Time & Ephemeris
The precision P - code is the principal code used by the military in a navigation
mode. It is a Pseudo - Random Noise ( PRN ) code generated by mathematically mixing
two other codes. The P - code does not repeat itself for 267 days ( over 38 weeks ), en-
abling the assignment of weekly portions of the code to the different satellites. Each
satellite therefore, while transmitting on the common carrier frequency, can be identified
by the portion of P - code it is using. All codes are initialized at midnight between Sat-
urday and Sunday (GPS time), thus defining the GPS week as an important unit of time.
Since there are fewer than 38 GPS satellites in orbit, there are some unused weekly
portions of the P - code. Both L
x
and L2 carriers are modulated by the P - codes.
The coarse / acquisition ( C / A ) code is only one ms long. The resulting
wavelength causes it to be used for lower accuracy, general purposes. The C/A code
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is synchronized with the P - code. Each satellite has its own individual code making it
possible to easily distinguish one satellite from another. The C / A - code is used mainly
on the L, carrier; however, as a ground-control option, it can be used on L2 .
The navigation message is modulated on both L, and L2 carriers at a bit rate
of 50 bps. It contains information on the ephemerises of the satellites, GPS time, satellite
clock behaviour and system status messages.
Relativistic effects are important for precise GPS positioning and need to be
accounted for. The general relativity effect is compensated for by a frequency offset. The
offset is determined by the equation A///= 4.45.vl0 10 . This results in a A/ of 0.00455
Hz which is implemented in the satellite production stage with the fundamental fre-
quency set at 10.22999999545 MHz. A second general relativity error, caused by the
satellite's orbit not being exactly circular, is proportional to the eccentricity of the orbit.
It is possible to calculate the effect and apply a range correction to account for this ef-
fect. This is usually done in the receiver. However, for relative positioning, this effect
will be eliminated in the differencing process.
More details on the GPS signal specifications can be found in the GPS Interface
Control Document - LCD. 200 [Ref. 5].
3. Measurements.
GPS is a one-way ranging system. This implies that two separate instruments
are involved in the system, one transmitting and one receiving a signal. Measuring the
time lapse of the signal, from transmission to reception, calls for precise correlation or
synchronization of the instruments. In effect, with each individual receiver having its
own clock drift, as well as the satellites having their own clock drifts, synchronization is
practically impossible. Instead all the satellite clocks are mathematically related to a
single time frame - GPS time - with their offsets and drifts constantly monitored by the
control stations. The relevant satellite clock corrections are then computed and sent to
the satellites in the upload message. The satellites are therefore all mathematically,
though not physically, synchronized to GPS time.
The corrections for all satellite clocks are broadcast to the users ( receivers ) in
the GPS navigation message. The problem of synchronizing the receiver clock to the
common time frame remains, but this is easily solved.
a. Pseudorange Measurements.
Most receivers developed are code correlating receivers. The receiver generates a dupli-
cate of the signal received, aligns it with the satellite signal using a delay - lock - loop
and continues to track it. The aligning of the receiver generated signal with the satellite
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signal is achieved by cross-correlation and applying a necessary correction to the receiver
clock which generates the signal. This is done until a match is obtained. The code gen-
erating clock, duplicating the satellite signal, is now essentially keeping the satellite time.
The offset of the code clock from the receiver clock ( which is assumed to be keeping
GPS time ) is the time of flight of the signal, which when multiplied by the speed of light
( c ), produces the pseudo-range. The offset of the actual receiver clock from GPS time,
and the range bias it produces, are parameters solved for in the observation equations
(r). The measured quantity is the time difference between signal transmission and re-
ception.
The precision of the pseudo-range measurements is about 1 % of the period
between successive code bits. For the P - code successive bits are about 0.1 microseconds
apart ( fp c~ \0MHz ) implying a measurement precision of 1 nanosecond [Ref. 6].
When multiplied by the speed of light this results in a range measurement precision of
about 30 cm. For the C / A - code, this number is multiplied by a factor of 10, resulting
in a measurement precision of about 3 m. In reality these numbers may be larger by a
factor of two or three.
b. Carrier Phase Doppler Measurements.
The carrier beat phase is the phase of the signal which remains when the
incoming Doppler shifted carrier wave is differenced ( beat ) with the constant frequency
generated by the receiver. This measurement is obtained as a by-product of the corre-
lation channel or from a squaring channel.
Because the wavelength of the carrier is much shorter than the wavelengths
of the codes, the precision of the carrier beat phase measurements is much higher than
that of the code pseudo- ranges. For the Lj carrier signal, with a wavelength of 19 cm,
the phase measurement made to about 1 % of the wavelength results in a precision of
about 2 mm, two orders of magnitude better than the P - code pseudo-range.
The disadvantages of the carrier beat phase measurement relate to the cycle
ambiguity problem. Measuring the observed phase within a particular cycle is easy, but
determining the initial number of integer cycles from transmission to reception, is more
complicated. Maintaining lock, once cycle ambiguity has been resolved and the contin-
uous phase count begun, is essential for kinematic applications. Only under favorable
conditions, such as tracking five or more satellites with only one losing lock at any in-
stant, can the processing software overcome this problem.
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B. PROPAGATION EFFECTS
GPS signals behave like any other electromagnetic signals. With the transmission
source and the receiver in two completely different environments, it is important to un-
derstand the effects of the various media through which the signal passes. Were the en-
tire path of the propagating signal in a vacuum, there would be no need for any
corrections. However, this is not the case and so the effects of the various media have
to be accounted for. The two most important areas affecting the GPS signal in its path
are the ionosphere and the troposphere. The effects on the signal have to be either
modelled or eliminated by differencing or other techniques.
a. Ionospheric Dispersion Effects
The ionosphere is a region in the atmosphere, between 50 and 1000 km
above the surface of the earth, where gas molecules have been ionized by ultra-violet
solar radiation. Any electromagnetic signal propagating through an ionized medium is
affected by the characteristics of the medium. The change in path length due to the
ionosphere depends on two factors : the index of refraction of the medium ( a function
of time and place ) and the path length of the signal through the ionosphere ( a function
of the elevation angle of the satellite ). The index of refraction of the medium depends
upon the electron density, N, in electrons/m3
,
and the inverse square of the frequency.
The electron density varies in time and place. The index of refraction is given by the
equation :
np sil-aNlf ng ^[+aNlf
where n
p
is the phase index of refraction, n
g
is the group index of refraction, N is the
electron density, " a " is a constant and f is the frequency.
GPS code - signals are dependent upon the group index of refraction with
the ionospheric group delay given by
APg = j(ng -l)ds = + aNTIJ
2
Phase measurements are influenced by the phase index of refraction with the ionospheric
phase delay given by
App = j{np -l)ds = -aNTlf
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In both the above cases ATr is the total electron content along the propagation path in
electrons/m2 with typical values of 10' 6 — 10 18 electrons/m2 . For Ap given in meters, and
f given in Hz, a c* 40.28 . It is evident that for pseudo-range and phase measure-
ments the magnitudes of the ionospheric corrections are identical while the signs are
opposite. The magnitude of the ionospheric correction for GPS varies from tens of cen-
timeters to tens of meters with the lower value obtained between midnight and early
morning when NT is lowest.
Since the ionospheric effect is frequency dependent, L
x
and L2 measurements
can be compared to estimate the effect. A linear combination of the frequencies results
in the ionospheric correction for L
x
given by
dion{L x ) = lp(L { ) - P(L2 )-][f2 /(/? -/i
2
)]
where di0„ is one of the corrections applied to the computed range to get the measured
range between satellite and receiver.
b. Tropospheric Effects
Refraction in the atmosphere, including the troposphere and the region up
to about 80 km in altitude, is frequency independent below about 30 GHz. Therefor the
group and phase delays are the same and d„
op has the same magnitude and sign for both
the pseudo-range and the phase measurements.
The troposphere can be divided into two main components - dry air and
water vapor. The " dry " component contributes about 90 % of the total tropospheric
refraction. The " wet " component is hard to predict since localized concentrations of
water vapor are abundant in the atmosphere. Fortunately the contribution of the wet
part is small - only about 10 % of the total. Despite the variability of the wet component
attempts have been made to model it. Other than modelling the troposphere based on
meteorological measurements ( temperature, pressure and relative humidity ) at the GPS
sites, it is possible to take water vapor measurements along the line of transmission. This
however is a costly procedure involving instruments called Water Vapor Radiometers.
The tropospheric range correction to the measurements is on the order of
about 1.9 to 2.5 m in the zenith direction and increasing approximately with the
cosecant of the elevation angle. The maximum correction is on the order of about 25
m. DifFerencing the measurements over short baselines greatly reduces the tropospheric
effect. However, with a reference station on land and the mobile receiver on a ship, the
water vapor content along the two propagation paths could difFer greatly. This can easily
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introduce errors at the centimeter level. Another factor which can introduce errors is
altitude differences between the receivers. In our Monterey Bay experiment both refer-
ence and mobile receivers were near sea level, with the same tropospheric thickness
above each of them. Were the reference station set up at a higher elevation, this would
have introduced a larger difference in tropospheric error into the measurements.
C. OBSERVATION EQUATIONS
GPS is an electronic ranging system whereby positions are obtained by measuring
the ranges to certain transmitters. The unknown parameters lie in the observation
equations which model the method used. On the left hand side we have the measured
quantity, time difference or phase angle, and on the right hand side the assumed factors
which make up the measurement. In differential kinematic GPS the observation
equations are modified with the measurement being comprised of a linear combination
of phase measurements. This is described in detail in the next chapter.
1. Pseudo Range Observable
As mentioned before, in the pseudo- range method the measured quantity is the
time of flight of the signal. Considering the GPS time-frame as the one to which all
measurements are related, this time lapse can be written as dx = T(x
r)
— t(x„) where T
is the time in the receiver time - frame and t is the time in the satellite time-frame.
Adding and subtracting the elapsed GPS time t, — x
x
we get
dr = (t, - xx) + [xx - r(rj] - [t, - 7fo)]
The first term on the right is ideally the travel time of the signal which, when multiplied
by the speed of light, gives us a measure of the true range to the satellite. The second
term on the right represents the satellite clock offset from GPS time and the third term
represents the receiver clock offset. The true range to the satellite is represented by
P = J(Xs -Xr)2 + (Ys -Yr ) 2 + (Zs -Zr)2
However, the satellite position is only assumed to be precisely known. In fact it contains
some error which, combined with the random noise in the system, can be considered as
dp. Taking into account the ionospheric and tropospheric effects as well as ephemeris
error and random noise, the pseudo-range observation equation is given by :
p R = cdx = p + dp + c (zs - xr) + dlon + d{nop
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We are primarily interested in the receiver coordinates which are found in the true range
term, p.
2. Continuous Carrier Phase Observable
The carrier signals, L, and L 2 , are continuous signals transmitted by the satel-
lites. Determining the range to a satellite is a multi-step process. First the satellite has
to be identified since all satellites transmit the same carrier frequencies. This is accom-
plished by observing the P - code or C / A - code. Once the satellite has been identified,
the receiver must align its self-generated signal to the incoming satellite signal. This is
readily accomplished in a squaring or code correlation channel. Once locked on to the
satellite signal, the receiver can easily follow the phase and measure both phase angle
and integer number of full cycles since tracking began. However, the problem of deter-
mining the integer number of cycles between the satellite at transmission and the receiver
at reception remains. This is commonly refered to as the cycle ambiguity.
The total phase observed, (f> tota„ consists of a measured fractional part, Fr{<f>), an
integer cycle count, /«/(</>) , and the unknown cycle ambiguity, N. This can be written
as 4>,otai — Fr(4>) + Ini(4>,t ,t) + N(t ). As long as lock is maintained and no cycle - slips
occur, the first two terms on the right hand side are readily measured. The integer am-
biguity remains a parameter that needs to be solved for. Figure 4 illustrates the carrier
phase observable with all its components. The unknown integer phase value at reception
has to be determined. Once the receiver locks onto the signal, a cycle count, of whole
cycles and an instantaneous fraction of a cycle, can be readily measured.
In the case of the pseudo-range measurement, the time measured was readily
converted to a measure of distance by multiplying by the speed of light. In the phase
measurement, distance is obtained by multiplying the phase count by the signal wave-
length. Since X = — the total phase, in cycles, can be written as
$ total = ~ if I c ) P ~ f( Ts ~ Tr) - (/7c) ( - dion + dtrop) + N cycles
where f is the frequency, c is the speed of light and the rest of the terms equivalent to
the pseudo-range case. The f / c term is the inverse of the wavelength which, when
multiplied by a range results in a phase measurement in cycles. The phase-range ob-
servable is now given by :
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Figure 4. Continuous Carrier Phase.
As in the comparible pseudo-range equation, the desired receiver coordinates are found
in the true range p. The integer ambiguity term has been added and the sign of the
ionospheric effect has changed.
3. Integrated Doppler
Until now we have regarded the transmitter and receiver as being stationary
witli regard to each other. In effect the transmitter ( satellite ) is moving relative to the
receiver, whether the receiver is fixed or mobile. This causes the Doppler effect to change
the received frequency from the satellite transmitted frequency. This frequency change
is dependent upon the relative geometry, and therefore positions, of the receiver and
satellite. The Doppler frequency is given by the expression,:
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JDop ~ \fx c > ~ f* C
where/ is the transmitted frequency, c is the propagation speed and v = R is the radial
velocity of the satellite. Integrating the above expression over time results in the fol-
lowing expression :
|
fdop - c J
R (0
Since the frequency is in fact the first derivative of the phase, the above expression can
be rewritten as :
(')
Carrying out the integration over two discrete time epochs results in :
<M'2)-0Ci) = ^[KM-aC'i)]
where R is the radial distance between the receiver and the satellite and </> is the total
phase angle of the signal. This results in the " phase residual " given by the expression
~fx
which gives us a measure of the change in relative position between satellite and receiver.
The carrier beat phase observable is obtained when the incoming Doppler
shifted signal is beat with the nominally constant reference frequency generated by the
receiver. From the phase / frequency relationship, which is valid for stable oscillators
over short time intervals, we get the following expression :
•
<f> { t + 5t)-<t>{t)0=
jj
=/
Letting St = T — t we get
4>JL1) - <t*\t)+f{T-i) cycles
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where the subscript a refers to a receiver and the superscript k refers to a satellite.
The measured phase is the difference between the phase of the signal that left the
transmitter and the phase of the receiver generated signal.
This results in
</> = 4>\t)-<f>JJ) = -f(T-t)
The fundamental approximation relating transmit and receive times is :
t + h + (p- dion + dtwp + noise)! c = T + r r
where t + r
s
is the satellite time with offset, T+r
r
is the receiver time with receiver
clock offset and the term in parentheses, divided by the speed of light, is the time of flight
of the signal. Rearranging to get T - t and substituting from the previous equation, re-
sults in the carrier beat phase model :
4> = ~{fI C)P ~f fa - ?r) ~ if I c ) ( -dion + dtrop) + noise cycles
D. DIFFERENCING TECHNIQUES
Differencing refers to the technique whereby we eliminate or isolate a certain pa-
rameter by forming linear combinations of the observables. Of the error sources affect-
ing the GPS signals, satellite orbit, satellite clock, receiver clock and atmospheric
propagation errors show some correlation over short baselines. Even for two receivers
100 km apart, a satellite signal transmitted from 20,000 km away passes through almost
identical media. Both the ionosphere and the troposphere have very small lateral changes
in their properties and the path length of the signal to each of the receivers hardly differs.
Three levels of differencing, according to the number of linear combinations, can be
made.
In the following discussion a standard notation will be used to distinguish between
the various measurements. Subscripts a, fi etc. refer to receivers; superscripts i, j, k etc.
refer to satellites; cp refers to a measure of phase while p t refers to a range based on the
phase measurement; t is the clock offset of either the satellite or the receiver.
1. Single Differences
There are three kinds of single differences that one can take.
1. Single differences over receivers - where there are two receivers observing the same
satellite simultaneously.
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2. Single differences over satellites - where one receiver observes two satellites at a
given instant in time.
3. Single differences over time - where one receiver observes one satellite at two se-
quential instants in time.
In each of these cases different errors arc " differenced " out. figure 5 shows the be-





Receiver # 1 Receiver # 2
Figure 5. Single difference between receivers.: AR is the vector between the two
receivers, sv is the "space vehicle" ( satellite ) and p is the measured
range.
In kinematic GPS the first two single differences described are the ones most
used. Considering that one of the receivers is in continuous motion, differencing between
epochs is not particularly useful. From the phase biased range observation equation,
which we have previously developed, it is easy to see the effects of differencing between
receivers.
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(P<p)'a = P* + c Tl- CTx + *N<x ~ dlon + dirop + noi^
(P<fi)'p = Pp + C xi~ CT/? + ^N'p- dion + dircp + noise
Taking the difference between these two equations eliminates the common parameter -
the satellite clock offset ( r s ) - while considerably reducing the ionospheric and
tropospheric effects.
(&PX-P = (P« ~ P/?) " C (T« 7 XP> + WK - Np) -Mion + &d:rop + &™ise
This is the differencing technique used in " Differential GPS " where one receiver
is fixed in a known position and the second receiver is either stationary at an unknown
site or moving as in kinematic GPS. This technique is dependent on our knowledge of
one receiver's position. We lose the ability to find the absolute position of the mobile
receiver and can only find the relative position, with regard to the reference receiver. If
we combine two kinds of single differences we obtain the double difference which is the
basis of kinematic GPS.
2. Double Differences
Although any combination of single differences produces a double difference,
the common pair used is the between - receiver and between - satellite pair. The order
in which the differencing is computed does not affect the results since differencing is a
linear procedure. In the example described we arrived at an equation for the between -
receiver single difference. Writing two such equations, each for a separate receiver -
satellite pair results in the following :
(ApX-p = (Pi " Pp) ~ CK " Tp) + Wl ~ Np) ~ Hon + Wrap + ^noise
(&P<t>t-p = (Pi ~ P/*) " C (T« ~ Tp"> + X (Ni ~ A^ ~ Hon + Hrop + ^oise
Differencing the two equations results in the double difierence equation,
i^pXip = (Pi -Pp- PL + P/p) + ^(K - Nfi ~ K + Njf) - AL + <oP + a; oise
It is evident that in this case both the receiver and the satellite clock errors have been
eliminated. In this equation,
K-ip - (*i - flj - *£ + Aft
is the integer ambiguity which has to be solved for,
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(p'a - P^ - Pi + P/?)
contains the true distances between the various receiver satellite pairs where the two
satellite positions are considered known, one receiver position is known and the second
receiver position is the unknown. The term (A2p )^ is readily obtained from the re-
spective phase measurements of the receivers.
The above double difference equation refers to measurements taken at a single
epoch. The receiver at the fixed site is called the reference receiver while one satellite,
with which all the others are differenced, is commonly called the reference satellite.
Usually the reference satellite is determined in the post-processing procedure according
to the highest elevation angle obtained and the longest visibility record of all the satel-
lites during the session. This is the double difference equation used to determine the










Receiver # 1 Receiver # 2
Figure 6. Between - receiver between - satellite double difference.: AR is the vec-
tor between the two receivers, sv is the "space vehicle" ( satellite ) and p
is the measured range.
3. Triple Differences
The receiver - satellite - time triple difference is the change in the double difier-
ence described above from one epoch to the next. The resulting equation is:
i^P<p1a-p, 1-2 " <5'V - ^dlon + ^dtrop
where the latter two terms are now negligible, the initial integer ambiguities, common
to both measurements, have been eliminated and
<5
3
P = (Pa, 1 ~ Pp. 1 ~ PL, 1 + Pp, l) ~ (P«, l~PpA~ dx, 2 + ^ 2)
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UndifTerenced observations are aflected by biases in receiver clocks, satellite
clocks and, in the case of carrier beat phase observations, initial cycle ambiguities. These
have been eliminated in the triple differencing process. However, the number of meas-
urements available has been reduced considerably - eight separate measurements, two
receivers, two satellites and at two epochs, make up one triple difference observable.
Figure 7 shows the triple difference procedure.
Triple Difference -
-KV- SV # 2
SV # 1 ^pt / \/ \
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j Receiver # 2
Receiver # i
Figure 7. Triple difference procedure: AR is the vector between the two receivers
and sv the "space vehicle" ( satellite )
E. GPS SATELLITE GEOMETRY AND ACCURACY.
The accuracy with which positions are determined using GPS depends on two fac-
tors: the range measurement accuracy and the satellite geometry. The effect of the latter
is expressed by the " dilution of precision " or DOP factor, which is the ratio between
the positioning accuracy and the measurement accuracy. The DOP therefore is a meas-
ure of the geometrical " strength " of the satellite configuration, which varies with time
as the satellites move along their orbits. The DOP factors are obtained from the com-
binations of the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix of the adjusted parameters.







Poor GDOP Good GDOP
Figure 8. GPS Geometry and Accuracy.
The positioning accuracy is roughly given by the equation,
ax = DOP . o
where o is the noise in the measurement and o, is the position accuracy. The position
accuracy can mean either the standard deviation of the position in one dimension or in
a combination of dimensions. This leads to a variety of DOPs commonly referred to in
GPS. Using a local north, east and up coordinate system, the covariance matrix of the
adjusted parameters of the form :
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'eh
°hn ahe °h °hi
VDOP refers to the vertical component or standard deviation in the height - oh
HDOP refers to the horizontal component in two dimensions - such as north and east




PDOP refers to the three dimensional position component without the time factor -
yjal + al + a\ .
TDOP refers to the time bias factor only - a,.
GDOP refers to the geometrical dilution of precision including the three dimensional and
time bias components - Jal + a] + a\ + a] .
F. MULTIPATH
Multipath is the phenomenon where a signal arrives at an antenna via two or more
different paths. The difference in path lengths causes the signals to interfere at the an-
tenna. A ship's superstructure is an ideal environment for multipath. In shipborne
kinematic GPS surveying multipath can cause frequent loss of lock and cycle slips.
In the MBPPE great caution was taken when planning the GPS antenna installation
on the ship's mast. The site chosen, at the top of the crow's nest, seemed to be the best
option available. Results of the experiment show that the choice was a good one since
relatively few cycle slips occurred on either day.
G. SELECTIVE AVAILABILITY - SA.
The Department of Defense ( DoD ) has a mandate for determining accuracy levels
of GPS available to non - DoD users. The present policy specifies that Standard Posi-
tioning Service ( SPS ) will be available worldwide at the 100 m level when the system
is fully operational. Precise Positioning Service ( PPS ) with a higher accuracy remains
restricted to U.S. and allied military and to specialized U.S non - military uses which can
be shown to be in the national interest.
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There are basically two ways to degrade GPS accuracy. Selective Availability intro-
duces clock errors by deliberately degrading the stability of the on - board atomic clocks
and by degrading the navigation message transmitted by the satellites. Anti Spoofing
(AS) implies that the P - codes transmitted by the satellites will be encrypted. Most re-
ceivers used in surveying are C / A - code receivers and will therefore not be affected by
AS. Differencing the satellite signals between two receivers, as described in the differ-
encing procedures, eliminates any satellite clock errors. Therefore, using the differential
mode of surveying for relative positioning, with baselines of less than 100 km, will elim-




Kinematic positioning refers to the determination of a trajectory of a moving object
with a GPS receiver and antenna mounted on it. Kinematic positioning, though related
to navigation, is somewhat different. For navigation, real-time, less accurate positions
are needed with speed and heading information being important. For most kinematic
GPS applications, highly accurate positions are sought with post-mission results being
usually acceptable.
Absolute kinematic positioning refers to the positioning of a moving receiver with
respect to a specified coordinate system. This mode of positioning involves determi-
nation of the vectors between the origin of the coordinate system (usually the geocenter)
and the instantaneous receiver positions. Since this vector is large, the accuracy achiev-
able is limited. This type of kinematic surveying is not commonly used.
Relative kinematic positioning refers to the positioning of a mobile receiver relative
to a stationary one, with both receivers observing the same satellites. The vectors de-
termined are much shorter than for absolute positioning. They originate at the fixed,
known site and terminate at the instantaneous mobile receiver's position. Many of the
errors in measuring the ranges to the various satellites are common to both receivers and
therefore cancel out. This produces the most accurate GPS mode of kinematic posi-
tioning and thus the one most often used. The MBPPE involved GPS kinematic sur-
veying in the relative mode.
1. Kinematic Positioning Models.
Four types of models are used for relative kinematic positioning. These include
pseudo-range only, phase only, combined and integrated models.
In the pseudo-range only model, pseudo-range measurements to at least four
satellites are differenced between the two receivers. The resulting observation equation
can be written as ApR = /j{ AR, Ax }. The mobile receiver's position is determined rel-
ative to the fixed receiver and the difference in the receiver clock biases is determined.
In the phase only model, phase measurements to at least four satellites are used
to determine coordinate differences with respect to the known position of the fixed re-
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ceiver. The resulting observation equation can be written as At>p^ = f2 {ASR, ASt} Here
the clock drift between the two receivers is also solved for. The combined method uses
both of the above methods for determining the moving receiver's position, clock biases
and clock drift. The integrated method adds external data, such as from an inertial
navigation system, to the GPS measurements. This is used to overcome cycle slips and
other problems in the GPS data and provides the most accurate output available.
B. AMBIGUITY RESOLUTION.
As seen in the carrier phase observation equations, the unknowns we wish to solve
for include three position states and the initial cycle counts or integer ambiguities. Once
the receiver has locked on to the satellite signal, the integer cycle count is continued.
Only at initialization or after a cycle slip, when the cycle count is lost, is it necessary to
solve the integer ambiguity. The double differenced phase observation equation at time
r is given by the equation :
*4>%(Rl ~ *1. 'o) = ^f [Pa(R» 'o) - Pi(*l. 'o) - P^2, 'o) + Pi(*2. '<>)] + K(S
In this equation p is a function of the receiver - satellite pair and the instantaneous sat-
ellite and receiver coordinates. In the initializing procedure, with a known baseline input,
the ranges p are known, A</>^ is measured and therefore N'ip remains the only un-
known. Using at least four measurements, which result in at least three double differ-
ences, we can determine the integer cycle ambiguities. Actually, the various ambiguity
combinations will be determined according to the receiver - satellite pairs. It is usual to
regard one satellite as a reference to which all other satellites are differenced. The refer-
ence satellite is chosen in most processing programs according to the amount of time it
is tracked and the maximum elevation angle obtained.
Three main factors contribute to a non-integer ambiguity being found :
Imperfect knowledge of the mobile station's position at initialization.
Clock errors resulting in incorrect phase corrections.
Satellite position errors.
Ionospheric differences, particularly during the day and with baselines over 50 km long,
can have a strong effect on the cycle ambiguity resolution. Integer ambiguity values of
between 0.25 and 0.75 from an integer are considered bad. However, if necessary, they
can be used and a solution forced. Most processing programs warn of bad integer am-
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biguity resolution, but allow the user to decide whether or not to use the values ob-
tained. There are essentially two methods of treating a non - integer ambiguity; either
rounding it to the nearest integer or treating it as a floating point real value. Most pro-
grams suggest rounding to an integer value for better results.
1. Initialization Techniques
Basically there are three methods used for solving the initial integer ambiguities.
Once solved for, the kinematic survey can commence with only the three positional co-
ordinates of the mobile receiver being unknowns. Should a cycle slip occur, reinitializa-
tion is necessary if only four satellites are being tracked. This is not always practically
possible. The three techniques described have both merits and limitations and the choice
of one instead of the others is usually determined by the kind of kinematic survey being
undertaken.
a. Static Survey Initialization.
One method for determining the cycle ambiguity is to run a static, differen-
tial survey for a period of time prior to going kinematic. During this period, a fair sol-
ution for the receiver's position can be obtained from a triple difference solution ( where
the integer cycle ambiguity is differenced out ). Once a position is obtained the double
difference technique, with the cycle ambiguity unknown, is implemented. In this case
the integer ambiguities are solved for using regular point positioning techniques. Once
enough data has been gathered for a good ambiguity resolution to be determined, the
survey is transformed to the kinematic mode.
This method is good for land applications where the mobile receiver can be
set at a fixed site for any length of time. However, when mounted on a ship, even in the
calmest conditions, the antenna is going to move. This degrades the cycle ambiguity re-
solution since the initial baseline is moving around. Attempts to use this kind of initial-
ization procedure for the experiment were successful. However the coordinates of the
antenna on the ship, obtained from a 20 minute " static " survey, produced a question-
able baseline for initialization. The post-processing programs enable relaxation of the
constraint that the solved integer ambiguity be within 0.25 of an integer. Thus it is pos-
sible to use the integers obtained for initialization. However, the relatively poor integers
used will propagate errors throughout the processing procedure.
b. Antenna Swap.
This technique takes advantage of the fact that one of the sites in the survey
is known and that the instantaneous range to any satellite can easily be determined. This
leaves the integer ambiguity as the only unknown in the equation. The technique how-
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ever requires that both antennas be interchangeable without any obstructions causing
cycle slips in the process. This technique, illustrated in figure 9, is usually only practical
in surveys conducted on land.
Antenna Swap Technique
At time t At time t
(JH<nown sit©
/ O N
Unknown site Known site
Figure 9. The Antenna Swap: Here R is the receiver, the circle symbolizes an
unknown position and the triangle symbolizes a known position.
The antennas are set up, one on the known site and the other at an arbitrary
unknown position, preferably not far away. After a short observation period ( even a few
seconds usually suffice ), the antennas are swapped. The antenna which was on the
known site has essentially solved the integer ambiguities while the second antenna now
has a chance at using the fixed site to calculate its ambiguities. After a few more seconds
of observation, the antennas are once again swapped back with the antenna at the fixed
site now remaining as the reference antenna. The second antenna now is free to move
and as long as lock is maintained on both receivers, reinitialization is not necessary. It
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is quite apparent that this technique is totally impractical for use on a ship, where the
second antenna is mounted on a mast.
c. External Baseline Input.
This is the method used in the MBPPE. An external measurement was made
of the antenna position on the ship. Having determined the reference site's position the
baseline was computed between the fixed shore site and the position of the GPS antenna
on the ship's mast at the instant the latter was measured. This instantaneous baseline
was used to solve the integer ambiguities and the results showed that for most satellite
- receiver pairs, the ambiguities were very close to integer numbers. This technique is
limited to relatively short baselines with positions known to within centimeter accuracy.
2. Cycle Slips.
When a satellite signal is obstructed in any way, it can no longer be tracked.
When signal lock is resumed, the fractional part of the measured phase would still be the
same as if tracking had been maintained. The integer number of cycles, however, exhibits
a discontinuity - " cycle slip ".
There are various approaches to dealing with this problem. For differential sur-
veying where both the receivers are stationary, the problem is less critical. However, for
kinematic differential surveying, cycle slips can be instrumental in terminating the sur-
vey. Only when at least four satellites are being tracked, and a reasonable instantaneous
position is assured, can cycle slips on any other satellite signals be repaired. This is ac-
complished in a similar fashion to the fixed baseline initialization with the computed
position from the ( at least ) four good satellites used.
In certain post - processing programs, when less than four satellites maintain
lock it is possible to try to model the data for each satellite - receiver pair where cycle
slips occur. If a piecewise continuous polynomial fit to the cycle count is obtained, it
may be possible to rectify the cycle slip and bridge the data gap. However, this is a te-
dious task involving manual examination of the data to find the breaks and perhaps
manual editing at the few cycle level. Recalling that the cycle count is a function of the
relative satellite - receiver motion, and the changing range between them, it is almost
impossible to extrapolate precisely over a cycle slip. The satellite motion is relatively
smooth, but the movement of a ship at sea certainly isn't. When the second receiver is
stationary, and only the satellite is moving in the earth - centered earth - fixed coordinate
system, it is easier to use extrapolation to attempt modeling the cycle count. In this case
however, another method is available. By determining a triple difference solution, as in
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the " static " survey initialization technique, it is possible to resume the survey after a
cycle slip.
C. SOLVING FOR POSITION.
As mentioned before, solving for the mobile receiver's position coordinates is an it-
erative adjustment process. This process is conducted sequentially, at each measurement
record, to obtain a trajectory of the receiver. In order to obtain the most accurate re-
sults, the double differenced phase observable is used.
The measured double differenced phase residual is given by the expression :
&\<P%) = A^-A^-A^ + A^
where 4> is the one way phase residual, a, /? are the receivers and i
,
j are the satellites.
This is in fact the Lb in the adjustment computation developed in the previous chapter.
The theoretical, calculated double differenced phase value is given by :
A2(0L)' = - T- (Pi " Pb " Pi + A) + AA& - AL + AL, + A
2
na/? "to/1 ' ^trop ' ^nolse
In the above equation, with a being the known reference station and the satellites i and
j having known coordinates, the unknown x, y and z coordinates of the mobile receiver
enter into the p'p and pj, terms.
In the adjustment computations description ( Appendix B ), the theoretical values
of the observed parameter were derived from a function of the unknown parameters -
L" = F(Xa ). The unknown parameters may be estimated and a Taylor series expansion
about the estimated values made. When truncating this series to retain only linear terms,
we get :
F(xa ) = F(X°) +
-^\ xa = xo(Xa -X°)
Substituting in for X the mobile receiver's coordinates, x, y and z, and using estimated
initial positions, jc
, y and z results in the equation :
where p'L is the double differenced range between the satellites, the reference receiver
and the mobile receiver with its estimated a priori position. Ap^ is the change in the
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double differenced range due lo the mobile receiver being slightly off the estimated po-






Figure 10. The double differenced range: This diagram shows the difTerencing of
the satellite - receiver ranges and the relationship to the double differ-
enced phase measurement.
In this Figure the straight lines indicate the distance measurements, the curved lines im-
ply that the distances are equal on both range lines, p is the calculated range between
the satellite and receiver.
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The above equation can now be written as
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The next step is to subtract this calculated value of the observable from the meas-
ured value to obtain a residual. This residual will be added to the estimated parameters,
x
,y and z , to get new estimates which will be used in the next iteration. In the in-
itialization we assume the xQ,y and z values are precisely enough known and that
Ax, Ay and Az all equal zero. One double difference phase measurement therefore solves
for the cycle ambiguity A 2A% for the relevant receiver and satellite set. Once A 2A% has
been determined, from the next measurement on it is considered known and the re-
maining three parameters to be solved for are the Ajc, Ay and Az.
Three such equations, for three receiver - satellite double difference sets, with the
common unknowns - mobile receiver offsets in the three coordinate directions - are suf-
ficient to solve the equations. If we have R receivers and S satellites tracked, the number
of independent double difference measurements available is ( R - I ) ( S - 1 ). With this
in mind it is apparent that with R equal two, S must equal at least four to get three
independant double differences. If more than four satellites are being tracked, we have
redundancy in the system which strengthens the solution. The more the degrees of free-
dom, measurements minus unknowns, the stronger the solution. It is quite apparent
that this method, while highly precise, has its limitations and weaknesses, especially
when cycle slips occur and the A 2iV cycle ambiguity is lost.
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IV. THE MONTEREY BAY PRECISE POSITIONING EXPERIMENT.
( MI3PPE )
A. GENERAL.
An experiment in the use of various GPS receivers on a ship was conducted on the
Research Vessel POINT SUR during the week, of December 3, 1990. The general pur-
pose of the experiment was to gather data sets from the various receivers, along with a
sub - meter reference trajectory, for evaluation of the receivers and the postprocessing
techniques. The experiment was planned to allow for data collection for about six hours
per session during which a maximum number of satellites could be tracked. For the
Monterey Bay area, where the experiment was conducted, this meant collecting data
from about 1 1:00 pin till 5:00 am. local time ( 6:00 am.- 12:00 noon UTC ). Though not
intentionally planned, this time period coincides with the time when ionospheric effects
on the measurements are minimal. Between four and eight satellites were tracked simul-
taneously during each session. As an example, satellite tracking times for day 341, as
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Figure 11. Satellite tracking times for day 341 - Ashtech.
Figure 12 shows the general location where the experiment was conducted.
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Figure 12. Map of the experiment area
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B. OBJECTIVES OF THE EXPERIMENT
The stated objectives of the experiment were manifold. The ones listed here are only
the objectives pertaining to the kinematic aspect of the experiment.
1. Evaluation of the post processing accuracies of both position and velocity utilizing
both range and phase corrections.
2. Evaluation of direct kinematic solutions for the position and velocity of the ship.
3. Evaluation of specific shipboard limitations, such as multipath effects for example.
4. Evaluation of receiver clock quality effects on solutions of various types.
C. EQUIPMENT
The equipment used in this experiment can be categorized according to the function





The Ashtech and Trimble receivers used in the GPS part of the experiment were used to
survey in some of the reference marks on the shore. Since this paper deals mainly with
the Ashtech and Trimble receivers, a more detailed description of these instruments is
given in tables 3, 4 and 5.
The Ashtech receivers used were the LD XII models with version 5 E software in-
cluding many of the optional features offered. This included 12 all in view channels for
satellite tracking, 6 MB internal memory and a one second recording interval option.
The antenna used was the Ashtech geodetic microstrip antenna housed on a precision
platform with a built-in vial and compass. This type of precision antenna is considered
necessary in achieving geodetic standard accuracies.
The Trimble receivers used were eight channel, dual frequency receivers with 1 MB
internal memory. An Office Support Module ( O.S.M. ) was used to connect the receiver
to external equipment such as an AC power source and a PC used for data - logging.
The high precision, dual frequency, geodetic microstrip antenna with the large
groundplane used, provides highest accuracy GPS measurements.
D. METHOD
The experiment involved three principal phases: planning and preparation, data ac-
quisition and data processing and analysis. The data acquisition stage included two
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Table 3. EQUIPMENT USED
A GPS Equipment
1 Two Ashtech LD XII dual frequency
receivers
2 Two Trimble 4000 SST dual frequency
receivers
3 Two Magnavox MX 4200 receivers
4 Two TI 4100 receivers with Rb
Oscillators
B Reference System Equipment
1 One Krupp Atlas Polartrack range and
azimuth laser positioning system
2 One Krupp Atlas Polarfix range and
azimuth laser positioning system
3 Four reflectors for the laser systems
4 A two - axis gyro system installed on the
ship
5 A heading gyro installed on the ship
6 Motorola Mini - Ranger radio position-
ing system
C Geodetic Equipment
1 Wild T 2000 theodolite
2 Wild DI 3000 EDM
3 Lufkin steei tape
parts, two sessions of data collection with the ship tied up to the pier and two sessions
with the ship underway.
1. Planning and preparation
This part of the experiment included the logistical aspect of receiving all the
equipment, checking it and learning how to use it. The sites where the equipment was
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Table 4. FEATURES OF ASHTECH RECEIVER
Channels 12
Internal RAM capacity 6 MB
Recording Interval 1 second or more
Frequencies Dual Frequency L1/L2
Software Package GPPS version 3.0
Table 5. FEATURES OF TRIMBLE RECEIVER
Channels 8
Internal RAM capacity 1 MB - external data-
logger used
Recording Interval 1 second or more
Frequencies Dual Frequency L1/L2
Software Package TRIMVEC - PLUS re-
vision C
to be deployed, both on the ship and on the shore, were prepared. This involved both
setting survey marks in the ground at the shore sites and installing poles on the crows
nest of the ship on which the various antennas could be easily mounted. Geodetic
measurements were then taken at each site to obtain the positions of the reference marks
for the fixed receivers on shore and to get the relative positions of the various antennas
in a ship - fixed coordinate system. At the end of the experiment another set of meas-
urements were taken on the ship to account for any movement of the antannas relative
to one another, during the week of the experiment.
The POINT SUR is a 300 ton ship, 45 m in length and with a maximum speed
of 12 knots. The mast is about 17 m tall with a crow's nest on top. The crow's nest is
surrounded by a metal railing about Im high. Poles, about 2 m long, were attached so
that they protruded about a meter above the top of the railing. The poles had been
prepared to allow for the antennas to be easily, but steadfastly attached. With the an-
tennas being so high up above the main deck, where the receivers were arranged in the
" dry - lab "
,
30 m antenna cables were needed. The two - axis gyro and the heading
gyro system were also deployed in the " dry - lab " where they could be viewed, through
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the open door of the lab, from the pier. This was necessary for the reference measure-
ments taken prior to and after sailing. Figure 13 shows a side view of the ship POINT
























Figure 13. The POINT SUR
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Survey marks were also set on the pier where the ship tied up so that measure-
ments of the antenna array and two - axis gyro system could be taken prior to the ship's
departure and after its return to the dock. These measurements produced a set of data
points which fixed the various antenna positions in either geodetic, ship - fixed or earth
centered - earth fixed coordinates. These positions, at known instants of time, were used
to initialize the kinematic GPS surveys. The sites where the two Krupp Atlas laser sys-
tems were deployed and a third azimuth reference mark for their calibration, were sur-
veyed and tied into the network. Figures 14, 15 and 16 show maps of the three survey
sites.
These surveys were tied into a geodetic network for the Monterey Bay area and
the coordinates of the ground stations used in the experiment were calculated [Ref. 7].
The Beach - Lab station array contained the four reference receiver sites; Ashtech on
DOP1, Trimble on DOP2, Magnavox on DOP4 and TI on DOP5. The Polartrack laser
system was on DOP3. Included in the array are DOPPLER, the original first order
Doppler site, and CSID, the azimuth reference station for the laser systems. The
MBARI array includes a presurveyed mark, MBARI and the new mark where the
Polarfix system was set up, MBARI 1. The LOBOS array includes three marks on the
pier where the ship docks. LOBOS is the original presurveyed mark and LOBOS 2 and
LOBOS 3 were set for the experiment. This concluded the preparatory phase of the ex-
periment.
2. In Port Reference Data
On the two days that the ship remained tied up to the pier, no reference data
was collected. The laser systems were out of range and since the main motion of the ship
was in the vertical, with the slow change in the tide, a reference " trajectory " was not
necessary. The horizontal motion of the ship was on the order of a few decimeters which
is within the noise level of all the reference systems. The main purpose of this phase of
the experiment was to provide control for the "Kinematic" phase. The receivers were set
up at the two sites, Beach - Lab and Ship, and data was collected for about six hours
per session. This phase of the experiment was utilized to learn the receiver setup and
downloading procedures and to discover any unforeseen problems in the planned pro-
cedure. Satellite rise and set times were noted to adjust the survey times planned for the
two " seagoing " days. The data in the receivers which logged data internally, such as
Ashtech, was downloaded to a PC after each session to enable the receiver's memory to
be cleared. For receivers which were linked to an external data logger (PC), such as





Figure 14. Beach - Lab station array: The map shows where the GPS antennas
were deployed. The DOP sites were established about five meters apart.
of each session to ensure that the PC had enough memory left for data logging during
the next session.
3. At Sea Data
The next phase of the experiment was to collect data with the ship underway
and the reference systems in operation. Once again the receivers were set up on the shore
and on the ship. The ship remained tied up to the pier for 20 to 30 minutes with all
systems recording data. Measurements were taken from the pier to the antenna array
and the two - axis gyro system, using the Theodolite and the EDM equipment. Once
these measurements had been completed and all systems were ready, the ship left the
dock and proceeded to the area, in the southern part of Monterey Bay, where the laser
systems could track the ship's movement. During the transit when ship was out of range
of the laser systems, for an hour after leaving the dockside until arriving at the desig-
nated survey area, all systems except the laser systems recorded data continuously. Prior
to the ship coming within range of the laser systems, the two instruments were initialized
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Figure 15. Map of MBARI array
and on each other. Then they were pointed towards the ship and upon locking on to the
reflector situated on the crow's nest, they began tracking the ship's movement. The ref-
erence data recorded was logged on PC's linked to each laser system.
The ship then proceeded to sail along a designated route in the bay, changing
speed and direction from time to time. Figure 17 describes the sailing pattern of the ship,
as determined by the Ash tech processing for day 341. The ship sailed along an ellipse
shaped track, going around three times while varying its speed between one, five and
nine knots. This phase when all systems were simultaneously recording data lasted
about three hours. The laser systems reinitialized by breaking off their automatic track-
ing and pointing to the azimuth reference mark twice more. This procedure, at the mid-
dle of the tracking session and after the ship was out of range on its return to port,
ensured good calibration of the reference systems. They also caused a small ( few min-
utes ) gap in the reference data, but this did not affect the results in any way. The ship
then returned to the dock where, after tying up, more measurements were made of the








Figure 16. Map of LOBOS array
20 to 30 minutes, all GPS receivers continued to record data. Once again the data was
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Figure 17. POINT SUR sailing pattern.
E. GPS DATA.
The information presented here is only a summary of the Ashtech and Trimble data
collected during the experiment. Four data Files were downloaded from the Ashtech re-
ceivers and four from the Trimble receivers. These Files were immediately copied for
backup. The large data sets, resulting from data acquisition at a one second rate for
over six hours at a time, called for about 120 MB of disk space for storage purposes
only. To facilitate this requirement three 44 MB Bernoulli disks were used for data
storage. Appendix C contains tables with the data file names and sizes.
Once the data had been organized on disks, the processing phase could commence.
A detailed description of the processing procedures and data analysis is presented in
chapter V.
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V. DATA PROCESSING PROCEDURES
A. GENERAL
This chapter describes the processing techniques used in obtaining the results pre-
sented. Both Ashtech and Trimble provide software packages for post-processing data
collected by their GPS receivers while the National Geodetic Survey ( NGS ) has a
general software package, OMNI, which can be used with a variety of receivers. There
are both similarities and differences in the programs used by each vendor and these are
summarized in table 4.1. One of the objectives of this study is to determine the effects
of the post- processing programs on the accuracy levels obtained by each receiver.
B. ASHTECH DATA PROCESSING.
1. Method
Data processing involved a number of steps. The first step was to determine the
periods of overlap for the two data sets collected each day ( two sites with Ashtech re-
ceivers ). A program was run on each of the four Ashtech data files providing a summary
of times and number of observations made of each satellite by each receiver. A summary
of periods during which one to eight simultaneous satellites were observed presented a
basis for determining the times during which enough data was available for processing.
For each session the minimum time span during which at least four satellites were ob-
served simultaneously, at both sites ( ship and shore ), was determined. The reference
trajectory was then examined to identify the critical period when the kinematic GPS
trajectory could be evaluated to determine its accuracy. The times when geodetic meas-
urements were taken of the antennas on the ship, while it was tied up to the dock prior
to departure and after its return, were noted for the initialization of the kinematic phase
of the survey.
The second step involved preparing the files necessary for manual processing
of the data. Downloading Ashtech data from the receivers furnishes three files :
1. " B " files which contain the observed measurements.
2. " E " files which contain the Broadcast Ephemerises.
3. " S " files which contain the site and meteorological data input into the receiver
during each session.
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Figure 18 shows a flow chart of the Ashtech processing procedure. The program
FILETOOL in the Ashtech GPPS package enables the user to browse through the data
File (
" B " File ), to thin the' File down with a larger epoch interval or to extract some of
the data by specifying the first and last epochs desired. This program ran to extract data
from the time the last geodetic measurement was taken of the Ashtech antenna prior to
the ship's departure, until the last epoch when a minimum of four satellites were ob-
served simultaneously. Next the program COMNAV was run to produce a
COMMON.NAV file which is a file of the common Broadcast Ephemerises for the sat-
ellites observed for both sites. The program MAKEUFIL takes the " B " files and the
COMMON.NAV file and produces " U " files which contain the undiflerenced phase
data required by the processing software. This was run for each receiver producing two
" U " files per session ( one per site ). The program GENLOG takes the raw data " B "
files and the COMMON.NAV file and outputs three ASCII files :
LOGTIMES - a file with information about the various stages of the survey, initial-
ization, kinematic, occupation of known sites etc.
FILENAME.OBS - a file with the names of the " U " files which correspond to the raw
data " B " files.
MARKPOS.ASC - a file with the position of the Fixed receiver and the site names and
positions occupied by the Rover receiver during the kinematic survey and particularly
at initialization.
The LOGTIMES file produced was then edited to indicate one data point of initializa-
tion at the reference measurement time and the rest of the session in continuous
kinematic mode. The MARKPOS.ASC file was edited and the calculated positions of the
fixed site on the shore and the Ashtech antenna on the ship, measured at initialization,
were inserted.
The third step was to run the KINSRVY program which uses all the above files
and calculates the ship receiver's position at each instant. The program outputs a sum-
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Creates the undif ferenced
phase data files used
in processing.
Optional - generates a
point position - not
useful in kinematics.
Creates 3 files - one
with event times information
— one with positions of
different sites and one with
names of files containing
undif ferenced data.
Creates a project
information file and a
batch mode input file.
Calculates integer ambiguities
at the initialization time and,
using differencing technigues
calculates the position of the
moving receiver relative to the
fixed reference receiver. Output
a summary file of fixed site
positions and a file of the
moving receiver's trajectory.
Figure 18. Ashtech data processing procedure.
2. Day 340 processing.
The KINSRVY program used on the day 340 data ran for about one and a half
hours of data before it prematurely terminated. Examination of the raw data set re-
vealed a seven second gap in the data, when no data was logged. At that time six satel-
lites were being tracked. Four of the six lost lock and the phase biased range ( cycle
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count ) was reinitialized. Only two satellites maintained a cycle count beyond the data
gap. Continuous lock on a minimum of four satellites is a requirement for a kinematic
solution and for cycle slips on other satellites to be repaired. Since this requirement was
not met the program terminated. Attempts were made to bypass this gap in the data and
reinitialize the kinematic survey while the ship was underway. The constraints for this
type of procedure, where a high level of accuracy is required, are extremely stringent.
None of the attempts made were successful in restarting the processing routine.
3. Day 341 processing.
Examination of the data indicated that there were no gaps in the data set as for
the previous day. Once again the three step procedure, as described above, was applied
to the data. The program ran for some time before terminating with a message indicating
that less than four satellites were usable due to loss of lock or cycle slips. Examination
of the raw data showed that while five satellites were being tracked, one was below the
set elevation mask and one lost lock momentarily. This left only three usable satellites
for processing at that instant.
There are two principal methods of processing the data, manually and auto-
matically. Using the automatic processing technique would have enabled a simple
change in the defaults of the PROJFILE file, including the elevation mask for processing
of 15 degrees. However, automatic processing of the data necessitates the step where the
" U " files are generated from the raw data " B " files. This results in four large files being
in the directory at once. The raw data " B " files are not used in the processing and are
therefore obsolete once the ' U files have been generated and GENLOG and
COMNAV run. For this reason the manual processing approach was taken and the
problem solved by setting the elevation mask lower in the batch input file. The " batch
processing " routine was now used to ensure the use of the corrected input file parame-
ters.
4. Using Precise Ephemerises.
Processing the Ashtech data using the precise ephemeris file provided by DMA,
involves exactly the same procedure as for the broadcast ephemerises. The only step in
the procedure which differs is in the MAKEUFIL program where the user determines
which kind of ephemeris file, broadcast or precise, will be used to make the undifferenced
data file for processing.
5. Results of Ashtech processing.
The problems encountered with day 340 data are not solvable by the vendor's
software at the present time. Kinematic GPS surveying is still in its initial phase and
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much work is being done to overcome the many problems and idiosyncrasies involved
in the data processing. The day 341 processing furnished a large trajectory file of some
20,000 points covering five and a half hours of data collection. This file overlapped en-
tirely with the reference trajectory providing almost three hours of processed and refer-
ence trajectories for comparison.
C. TRIMBLE DATA PROCESSING.
1. Method
Processing the Trimble data involved the same basic steps as for the Ashtech
data processing. The program was run on the data to determine satellite tracking times
and periods of simultaneous satellites per site and per session. The times when reference
measurements were taken to the Trimble antenna on the ship, from the dock, prior to
and after sailing, were noted for initialization. The downloading of the Trimble data
produces four files :
A data file ( .DAT ).
An ephemeris file ( .EPH ).
A message file ( .MES ).
A file with ionospheric correction parameters ( .ION ).
Figure 19 shows a flow chart of the Trimble processing procedure.
All Trimble programs begin by reading in the data from the .DAT - file. The
program TRIMKIN was run to produce a batch - file for batch mode processing.
TRIMKIN is an interactive program allowing the user to input information such as site
positions, initialization and processing start and stop times and processing mode ( con-
tinuous kinematic, stop and go kinematic etc. ). Once the batch - file was produced it
was edited and certain changes were made. The edited batch - file included parameters
such as begin and end read - in times, compatible with the desired initialization tech-
nique and reference trajectory.
Initialization was set over one second ( at one specific epoch ) according to the
measurement time of the reference point used for initialization. The baseline between the
fixed station and the Trimble antenna, at the instant of initialization, was calculated in
Earth - Centered Earth - Fixed coordinates and the parameters dx, dy and dz were edited
into the batch - file. The constraints on the initialization and integer ambiguity resol-
ution for the Trimble programs demand that the " integers " be less than .25 off an in-
teger number. At least four satellites have to have good integer values for the processing
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to begin. A parameter was entered into the batch - file to indicate that the initialization
process be iterated until the above condition is met. A path and name for the ASCII
output trajectory file concluded the preparation of the batch - file.
The program TRIM MBP was run in the batch mode, using the prepared batch
- file. When the data is read in to the program a " pre- processed " scratch file is
produced which is about twice the size of the two data files. This scratch file is
comparible to the Ashtech " U " files and contains the undifTerenced phase data needed
for the processing. Once the initialization was completed the solutions for the sequential
positions were written to the ASCII trajectory file as the screen scrolled through the
various iterations of processing at each point to indicate that the program was running.
The above procedure was applied to both days 340 and 341 data set; id the programs
ran without any apparent problems.
2. Results
Each data set produced an output file of about 1.2 MB. These output files
contain dx, dy and dz values relative to the fixed reference station. A program furnished
by the vendor, with the fixed station coordinates edited into the output file, converts this
output to latitude, longitude and height coordinates. This program was run on both data
sets. Both data sets included full overlap with the reference trajectories and provided
once again almost three hours of processed and reference trajectories for comparison.
Table 6. ASHTECH AND TRIMBLE SOFTWARE COMPARISON.
Similarities Differences
1 Both use the undifTerenced,
preprocessed files for data
processing
1 Ashtech makes "U" files as a
separate step; Trimble creates
the scratch file as a preliminary
step
2 Both can run in automatic,
batch or manual modes
2 Ashtech processing is quicker
and outputs a large results file.
Trimble processing is slower
but outputs a smaller results
file
3 Both can take either precise
or broadcast ephemerises
3 Formats of the precise
ephemeris files differ and they
are introduced at different
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Figure 19. Trimble data processing procedure.
Ashtech " U " files are saved once produced and therefore can be re-used. Trimble
scratch files are produced each time processing begins and are deleted at the end of the
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processing procedure. The Ashtech output file contains position vectors from the ref-
erence station as well as the calculated coordinates of the moving receiver. The Trimble
output file contains only the dx, dy and dz offsets from the reference receiver.
D. PROCESSING WITH NGS SOFTWARE - OMNI.
1. Method
Since NGS uses data from various sources, they have developed a software
package for processing GPS data collected by different receivers. The software package,
called OMNI, has a four step procedure for processing GPS data. First the data is con-
verted from the receiver format to the NGS format, ARGO. Next the data to be used
in the processing is merged into a single data base. At this point any editing of data can
be done, either prior to actually processing the data or after the processing step. Lastly
the programs actually computing the desired output are implemented. Figure 20 illus-
trates the four step OMNI procedure.
2. Processing GPS Data With OMNI.
The program OMNI.BAT provides a main menu from which the various proc-
essing steps and subroutines can be called. The options in the main menu include : Re-
format Raw Data; Merge a Data Base; Data Editing; Static Solutions; Kinematic
Solutions; Rapid Static Solutions and Utility Programs. Figure 21 shows a flowchart
of the processing procedure undertaken, including the input and output files.
Once the raw data has been reformatted and the data base merged, a number
of files are available for plotting. These files assist the user in determining where cycle
slips have occurred and where editing is necessary. Editing can either be done manually
or automatically by the program. Once the user is satisfied that the data base is ready
for processing, the required solution mode is called.
The kinematic solutions program allows for a two step approach to processing
the data. First the program makes a quick pass over the data searching for cycle slips.
This is done using two algorithms :
The range differences utilizes the fact that phase biased range is affected by cycle












Figure 20. • NGS - OMNI Processing Steps.
where P is the phase biased ranged and R is the pseudo - range, a is the station and i
is the satellite. This technique, though limited by the noise in the pseudo - range meas-
urements, is elTective in finding cycle slips on both L { and L2 frequencies.
The ionosphere residual is much more sensitive than the range differences and




Since this is a linear combination of the L, and L2 phases, determining the frequency on
which the cycle slip has occurred is not a simple matter. [Ref. 8 : p. 7 - 4 ]
The results of these calculations can be plotted for the user to determine cor-
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Figure 21. OMNI Processing Flowchart.
sitions. Initialization for integer cycle ambiguity resolution is implemented on a pre -
calculated fixed baseline at a single epoch. As with the Ashtech and Trimble software,
the main observables used in this program are the double differenced phase measure-
ments. The results of this program are written to an output file in the form of offsets, in
earth - centered earth - fixed coordinates, from the mobile receiver's original position.
These offsets arc readily converted to latitude, longitude and height coordinates com-
patible with the reference trajectories.
3. Results.
The output of the NGS software resembles the Trimble software output in that
it contains offsets from a certain position. This was utilized to convert the trajectory
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output to the reference trajectory format. A program was written to reformat the
OMNI output to the Trimble output format whereafter the same procedure was taken
as for the Trimble trajectory files.
In the " Merge " stage of the processing, using the Trimble data, a message in-
dicating a lack of orbit data for satellites 9 and 1 1 appeared. This occurred on both days,
340 and 341 and using Broadcast and Precise ephemerises. In figure 10 it is evident that
around 08:00 UTC, satellite 1 1 set and satellite 9 rose.
The processing program terminated on both days just before 08:00 UTC with a
message that too few satellites were available. This occurred due to the fact that satellite
9 was not used as it should have been. The Precise Ephemeris, when used, is used only
for the satellite positions. The satellite clock data is obtained from the Broadcast
Ephemeris. Since the orbit data for satellite 9 was missing, using the Precise Ephemeris
did not overcome the problem.
In order to overcome this problem, a TI 4100 data set for the same session was
converted to ARGO. The orbit file thus produced contained ephemeris data for satellite
9. This orbit file was added to the Trimble orbit file and the " Merge " program re-run.
Once the data was successfully merged into a new data base, the processing program
was re-initialized. The resulting output file contained a trajectory for the full processing
period, until 10:00 am UTC when the reference trajectory ended. This enabled a com-
parison of the Trimble trajectory for day 341 using the two processing programs,
TRIMMBP and OMNI.
E. REFERENCE TRAJECTORY DATA PROCESSING.
1. General.
The reference trajectories for the Ashtech and Trimble antennas on the ship
were derived from the Krupp Atlas Laser Systems output combined with the two-axis
and heading gyro output from the ship. The Polarfix laser system provided a trajectory
of the laser reflector which was mounted on the mast of the ship along with the GPS
antennas, while the gyro systems provided the orientation of the ship. This was needed
to connect the laser mirror trajectory to the GPS antenna locations in an ECEF coor-
dinate frame.
The Polarfix laser system was set up at the Monterey Bay Aquarium Research
Institute ( MBARI ), about five kilometers from the area of operations where the ship
was tracked. Data for tin's system was recorded on a PC with the National Institute of
Standards and Timing ( NIST ) Automated Computer Timing System ( ACTS ) used for
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calibration. Time tags for each laser range and angle measurement were to within 50
ms of LTC. Data were collected at a rate of three measurements per second. The noise
in the laser measurements was on the order of 1 m in the range and 0.01 degrees in the
angle. This was reduced to about 60 cm in the post- processing of the reference data with
a Hamming window used to average the data to one second intervals.
Seven small laser reflectors were placed on the ship, with one below the Ashtech
and one below the Trimble antenna. These were used in the development of the ship
model with time tagged laser measurements taken to each reflector while the ship was
tied up to the pier. ,':ach measurement was repeated five times with a least squares ad-
justment used to compute the positions. This resulted in a measurement accuracy on the
order of one centimeter. A wrist watch was used to time the laser shots from the pier.
This watch was then calibrated by comparing it to a standard, accurate to within one
second of UTC. The two-axis vertical gyro and the heading gyro were calibrated by
implementing the measurements of the antennas pre-and post-mission. The gyro meas-
urements were time tagged and compared to the measured alignment of the Ashtech and
Trimble antennas.
The Polarfix laser system produces only horizontal ( two dimensional ) posi-
tions. NOAA Geoid and Tide models were used with the vertical two-axis gyro data to
produce the height component. The angles measured were used to move the trajectory
of the laser reflector, across the two meter lever arm, to the GPS antennas. More details
on the reference trajectories and the method used to compute them, can be found in the
ION GPS - 91 Technical Program Proceedings [Ref. 9].
Four reference trajectory files were produced - one for each receiver ( Ashtech
and Trimble ) per session. These files included times in seconds of day ( sod ) and lati-
tude, longitude and height. Each file had about three hours of data with two gaps ( of
about 5 minutes or 300 data points each ) when the laser systems broke off to re- cali-
brate. Other small gaps, ranging between one and 20 seconds occurred from time to time
when the laser measurements or gyro system outputs did not meet specified criteria. This
created reference data files which were of a different format to both the Ashtech and
Trimble trajectory files as well as having some gaps of various sizes.
F. DATA EVALUATION PROGRAMS.
With three different kinds of trajectory files, each in a different format, it was nec-
essary to convert all the data to a standard format. Since the reference trajectory output
was in a format which could readily be converted to distances, it followed that this would
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be the standard format. Two programs were written, one to convert the Ashtech trajec-
tory files and one to convert the Trimble trajectory files to the reference trajectory files
format. The WGS - 84 ellipsoid was used to calculate that one degree of latitude at the
fixed station ( Beach - Lab ) is equal to 111.1875 km while one degree of longitude is
equal to 89.4737 km.
Having converted all the trajectories to the standard format with four fields - one
of time in seconds of day, two in degrees and decimal degrees carried out to seven places
and one in meters and decimal meters carried out to two decimal places - it was possible
to run a differencing program to evaluate the results. DIFDAT3 is a program which
reads two files, prompts for the relevant fields in each file to difference and outputs a
results file. The differencing is done at the points in the second file read in which match
the first file in the time field. There was no interpolation of data to difference between
the times of the reference trajectory output; the points differenced were the existing
points in the reference file only. Lastly, by multiplying the differences obtained by the
relevant scale factor, the offsets between the trajectories were converted from degrees to
distances in units of centimeters.
A program was written to edit out the points where differences greater than 3 a
appeared. For the Ashtech output this meant that all points with differences of over two
meters in any direction, latitude, longitude or ellipsoidal height, were considered as
outliers. Most of these points occurred when the reference trajectory resumed after a gap
in the data set, indicating a systematic problem in the end points of the interpolation
algorithm used to produce the reference data file. For the Trimble output, 3 a was about
10 m, due mainly to the trend at the end of the session when the GPS solution deviated
from the reference trajectory. In most cases the number of outliers did not exceed 2 %
of the entire data sets. The outliers were eliminated from the reference trajectory and the
differencing program rerun. The statistical information output by the DIFDAT3 pro-
gram excludes the outliers.
The output files, containing the differences between the latitude, longitude and
height of the GPS and reference trajectories, were then plotted. Plots were made of dis-
tance between the trajectories in each of the coordinate directions as a function of time.
Examples of these plots for both Ashtech and Trimble data are shown in the next
chapter which discusses the results obtained.
All GPS trajectories and reference trajectories obtained in this experiment contained
random noise. In order to evaluate the noise levels in the GPS trajectories it was neces-
sary to reduce, as much as possible, the noise in the reference trajectories. For this pur-
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pose a program was written to filter the reference data using a weighting algorithm. The
von Hann ( raised cosine ) window used is essentially a low pass filter which reduces the
high frequency noise prevalent in the data. [Ref. 10 ] A 120 second window was used
to average the data with 60 second steps used. This resulted in smoothed output at a one
point per minute rate. The GPS trajectories determined were also filtered with this von




The results include the output of the various kinematic solutions and auxiliary pro-
grams. The processing procedures were described in the previous chapter. This chapter
also includes statistical analysis of the processed data. The trajectories obtained from the
GPS measurements were compared to the reference trajectories and the difference be-
tween the two were converted to distances in three directions, latitude, longitude and
ellipsoidal height. These differences were then plotted as a function of time to examine
trends.
In order to determine the magnitude of the various effects on the GPS measure-
ments, it was necessary to process the data a number of times, each time changing cer-
tain parameters in the input. The following factors were considered as candidates for
affecting the accuracy of a GPS kinematic survey :
Applying / ignoring the tropospheric correction; Initialization; Satellite geometry - DOP
factors; Broadcast / Precise Ephemeris; Data interval and Multipath. Since both the
Ashtech and the Trimble receivers used are dual channel, the ionospheric correction was
not considered. It was assumed that this factor was eliminated by direct measurement.
B. SOLUTION ACCURACY
Many problems were encountered during the processing stage. Each software pack-
age has its advantages and limitations with some options easily applied and others
needing more complicated input. Kinematic GPS processing is continually undergoing
improvements as attempts are made to overcome the many idiosyncracies inherent in the
solution. Table 7 provides a concise summary of processing.
1. Ashtech Day 340 Data
Both GPPS and OMNI successfully initialized on the baseline input for day 340.
However, both programs terminated prematurely indicating that too few satellites were
available to continue processing. Examination of the raw data files at the time the pro-
gram terminated revealed a seven second gap in the ship data. Neither the GPPS nor
the OMNI programs could overcome this gap which produced a cycle slip problem.
OMNI has an interpolation algorithm for automatically fixing such cycle slips. How-
ever, it did not succeed in bridging this seven second gap. Furthermore, attempts to re-
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Table 7. DATA PROCESSING: Pluses indicate data processing which overlapped
with the reference trajectory.














TRIMMBP + + + +
OMNI + + +
initialize the kinematic survey, while the ship was underway, using a receiver coordinate
obtained from the Trimble trajectory, were unsuccessful. The programs rejected the cycle
ambiguities calculated for this instantaneous baseline as unreliable.
2. Ashtech Day 341 Data
This data was successfully processed with the Ashtech software using both
Broadcast and Precise Ephemerises. A trajectory of over five and a half hours was ob-
tained in each case, including almost three hours of overlap with the reference trajectory.
Options such as including or excluding the tropospheric correction and fixed integer or
floating real cycle ambiguities, were readily implemented.
The plots of the comparison of the Ashtech trajectory processed with GPPS,
with the reference trajectory, are shown in figure 22. These plots show the unfiltered
output at a one second recording and processing rate. Plots of the same difference out-
put as in figure 22, filtered using a 120 second von Hann window, stepped every 60 sec-
onds, are given in figure 23.
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Figure 22. Ashlech Day 341 - Reference: Differencing output between Ashtech
day 341 and reference trajectory - A(ft,AX and Ah components in me-
ters. Broadcast Ephemcris used.
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Figure 23. Ashtech Day 341 - Reference ( Filtered ): Differencing output between
Ashtech day 341 and reference trajectory - A(/>, AX and A/i components
in meters. Broadcast Ephemeris used. Data filtered with 120 second
window.
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The noise in the unfiltered plots is on the order of 50 cm in each direction.
Considering the fact that the noise in the reference trajectory, determined at calibration,
was on the order of 60 cm, it would appear that the Ashtech trajectory is very close to
the " truth ". There is no bias in the latitude, about a 50 cm bias in the longitude and
a one meter bias in the height. This bias in the height will be addressed later.
Processing the Ashtech day 341 data
,
using OMNI, produced a two hour tra-
jectory which terminates soon after the reference trajectory begins. This occurs just be-
fore 07:30 UTC on day 341. The program indicated that it could not continue
processing due to too few satellites being available. This appears to occur when satellites
11, 16 and 18 are setting and before 9, 13 and 15 rise. The first ephemeris update for
satellites 9 and 13 is obtained at 09:00 UTC, which could be causing the problem. Table
8 provides a summary of the Broadcast Ephemeris updates for day 341.
Table 8. DAY 341 BROADCAST EPHEMERIS UPDATES
SV 04:51 06:00 07:00 08:00 08:51 09:00 09:51 10:00 11:00 12:00
2 4- 4- 4- 4-
6 + + + 4- 4- +
9 4- 4- + 4-
11 4- 4- 4- 4-
13 4- + 4-
14 4-
15 4- 4- 4-
16 4- 4- 4- 4-
18 4- 4-
19 4- 4-
Table 9 shows the comparison of the Ashtech GPPS and NGS OMNI output files for
the nearly two hours of overlap. Here the data was processed with a five second interval.
The initialization of the kinematic solution was identical, using the same baseline input
for both programs. Since there was not enough overlap with the reference trajectory, it
was decided to compare the OMNI and Ashtech solutions.
It is evident from this table that, other than a bias on the order of one meter in
the height, the Ashtech and OMNI trajectories are within a few centimeters of each
other. Examination of the trajectories produced by each program, reveals that the
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Table 9. OMNI - ASHTECH COMPARISON
PROGRAMS A</> cm A A c/7/ A// cm NO. OFPOINTS
OMNI - GPPS 1 ±5 4+ 1 103 + 13 1250
Ashtech software produced a height, about one meter above the initialization value used,
right from the first epoch. This bias appears to be consistent over the two hours. Figure
24 shows a plot of the height component for the two trajectories, GPPS and OMNI, as
a (unction of time.
OMNI AND GFFS
ASHTECH 34 1 DATA < UP >
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Figure 24. Ashtech GPPS and OMNI Height Comparison: A comparison of the
height output by the Ashtech software and OMNI. Ashtech day 341
data used in both cases, with trajectories filtered with 120 second win-
dow.
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The reference trajectory produces a height of -17.8 m from the time it begins at
about 07:10 am. UTC. This is about one meter below the Ashtech height at that time
and two meters below the OMNI height.
3. Trimble Days 340 and 341 data
Processing with the TRIMMBP program, using a batch file input, produced a
trajectory which overlapped fully with the reference trajectory. Certain options, such as
choosing the ephemeris file or data processing interval, are easily implemented in the
batch file. However, other options, such as not using the tropospheric correction or
rounding the cycle ambiguity to a fixed integer, involve complex changes in the batch
file. The batch file loops in and out of various programs and is not a " user friendly "
approach to the processing. None of the attempts made to process data with the
TRIMMBP program, implementing the options just mentioned, were successful.
Figures 25 and 26 show the unfiltered output of the Trimble data for days 340
and 341, differenced with the reference trajectory. These Trimble trajectories were ob-
tained using the Broadcast Ephemeris. Comparisons between the Trimble Broadcast and
Precise Ephemeris trajectories can be seen in the section on ephemeris types. Figures 27
and 28 show the plots presented in figures 25 and 26 respectively, filtered with a 120
second von Hann window.
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figure 25. Trimble Day 340 - Reference: Trimble Day 340 data differenced with
reference trajectory - A</>, AA and A/i components in meters.
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Figure 26. Trimble Day 341 - Reference: Trimble Day 341 data differenced with
reference trajectory - A</>, AA and Ah components in meters.
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Figure 27. Trimble Day 340 - Reference ( Filtered ): Trimble Day 340 data dif-
ferenced with reference trajectory - A<p, AX and Ah components in me-
ters.
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Figure 28. Trimble Day 341 - Reference ( Filtered ): Trimble Day 341 data dif-
ferenced with reference trajectory - A0, AA and Ah components in me-
ters.
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It appears from these plots that the Trimble solution is comparable to the
Ashtech solution. The noise in the Trimble solution is only slightly greater than in the
Ashtech solution, but once again it is on the order of the reference solution noise - 60
cm. The trends in the plots, in all three components, which seem to be related to the
satellites used and the changing configuration, are similar in both cases.
The Trimble data for both days was successfully processed with OMNI. The
output in each case was differenced with the TRIMMBP output. The results of these
comparisons are given in table 10. The general trends apparent in the Trimble software
output are apparent in the OMNI output as well.
Table 10. TRIMMBP AND OMNI COMPARISONS: A comparison of Trimble days 340 <
341 data, processed with TRIMMBP compared to OMNI, A0.A/1 and Ah differen
in centimeters.
PROGRAMS DAY A</> cm Ak cm Ah cm NO. OPOINT
OMNI -
TRIMMBP
340 -0.1 ± 1 0.4 ± 1.4 2.8 + 3 3850
341 -0.2 ± 0.5 0.5+ 1.3 3.2 + 3.4 3850
Figure 29 illustrates the height component of the OMNI and TRIMMBP day 341 tra-
jectories for the first two hours after initialization.
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Figure 29. OMNI and TRIMMBP Day 341 Heights: A comparison of the first
two hours of the height component output by OMNI and TRIMMBP
using the Trimble day 341 data.
Comparing this plot to the equivalent plot of the Ashtech and OMNI heights
for the same period, we can see that there is virtually no offset between the Trimble and
the OMNI heights. Furthermore, the height produced by the Ashtech program is about
the same as that produced by Trimble with both TRIMMBP and OMNI. The OMNI




The Ashtech day 341 data, processed with the Ashtech software, and the
Trimble days 340 and 341 data, processed with the NGS software, were used for deter-
mining the effects of the tropospheric correction. Table 1 1 shows the results of the
processing with and without the tropospheric correction, compared to the reference tra-
jectory.
Table 11. TROPOSPHERIC CORRECTION COMPARISON: Results of processing with
without the tropospheric correction - average distance and standard deviation in ce
meters from the reference trajectory in the 4>, ). and h components.








ASHTECH / GPPS 341
Ad> 1 ±67 2 ±67
A/ 58 ± 50 59 ±50 85
Ah 111 ±47 111 ±47
TRIMBLE / OMNI 340
A</> -223 + 81 -224 ±81
A). 149 ± 64 149 + 64 81
Ah 456 ± 56 456 + 66
TRIMBLE / OMNI 341
Ac/> 89 ± 132 88± 131
AX 615 + 263 616 ±263 857
Ah 604 ± 253 605 ±252
Table 12 shows a comparison of the trajectories output with and without the
tropospheric correction. This table gives an indication of the magnitude of the differ-
ences between the pairs of trajectories. It does not indicate which trajectory is closer to
the " truth ". For this reason the previous table, with each trajectory compared to the
reference trajectory, was given. The difference in the number of points used to determine
these statistics results only from the size of the files used. In the case of the Ashtech
data, the full four and a half hours of data, from initialization at about 05:30 UTC, until
the end of the reference trajectory at about 10:00 UTC, was used. For the Trimble data,
only the time of overlap with the reference trajectory was used. However, the values did
not change significantly for the Ashtech data when checked over the same period as the
Trimble data.
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Table 12. WITH TROPOSPHERIC CORRECTION - WITHOUT TROPOSPHERIC COR
RECUON
DMA DAY SOFTWARE A</> cm A A cm A/i cm NO. OFPOINTS




-2 + 2 -0.3 + 0.5 -1 + 1 6650
341 -1 ± 8 0.2 ±8 1 + 7 8400
With a baseline less than ten kilometers in length, and both the reference re-
ceiver and the mobile receiver approximately at the same height, sea level, one would
not expect significant changes due to the tropospheric correction. In theory the double
differencing will eliminate this effect, which should apply equally to the two receivers.
The results verify that this is indeed true. The numbers, on the order of single
centimeters, in table 12, are insignificant compared with the noise level of about 60 cm
mentioned previously. For all intents and purposes there is no change in the solutions
when applying or ignoring the tropospheric correction in this case.
2. Initialization
a. Fixed integer or floating real cycle ambiguity.
Again the Ashtech day 341 data and the Trimble days 340 and 341 data
were used to compare the effect of rounding the cycle ambiguity to an integer. Table
13 shows the results of the processing using fixed integer and floating real values for the
cycle ambiguities compared to the reference trajectory.
Table 14 shows the comparison between the various pairs of trajectories,
using the floating real cycle ambiguity and the fixed integer value.
Most of the cycle ambiguities obtained from the baseline initialization were
within 0.25 of an integer number. It is apparent from table 14 that the effects of round-
ing the floating real value obtained in each case are very small. In all the cases examined
the changes were on the order of a few centimeters, certainly less than the L, wavelength
of 19 cm.
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Table 13. INTEGER AMBIGUITY COMPARISON: Results or processing using a fixed in
and a floating real cycle ambiguity value - average distance and standard deviatii
centimeters from the reference trajectory in the (b, X and h components.
DATA / PROGRAM DAY A FIXED INTEGER FLOATINGREAL
(
PC
ASHTECH / GPPS 341
A0 -19 + 65 2 + 67
a;. 69 + 50 59 + 50 8<
Mi 96 ±47 111+47
TRIMBLE / OMNI 340
A0 -224 + 81 -224 + 81
a;. 149 + 64 144 + 63 8
Mi 456 + 66 453 + 66
TRIMBLE / OMNI 341
Ar/> 88± 131 51 ± 130
a;. 616 + 263 549 ±224 8i
Mx 605 + 252 533 ± 239
Table II. FIXED INTEGER - FLOATING REAL AMBIGUITIES
DATA DAY SOFTWARE A</> cm A X cm A/i cm NO.poir
ASHTECH 341 ASH'ILCII -17 ± 14 8± 12 — 18 + 28 15?
TRIMBLE 340 NGS -
OMNI
2± 1.5 4±3 11 ±7 66^
341 2 ±6 7±4 -5± 11 84(
b. Initialization error
Inadvertently, in an initial processing attempt with the Trimble data, a
mistake in the initialization was made. The initialization of the Trimble survey erro-
neously used a position about 2.0 meters off in the horizontal. The program accepted the
initialization only when the constraint on the cycle ambiguity had been relaxed. In the
initialization two of the five cycle ambiguities solved for had been closer to half a cycle
off the integer. This provided a test of the sensitivity of the kinematic solution to the
accuracy of the initialization.
Figures 30 and 31 present the plots of the Trimble solution, when the in-
itialization was bad, diflerenced with the reference trajectory.
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Figure 30. Initiaization Error Trimble Day 340 - Reference ( Filtered ): Trimble
Day 340 data differenced with reference trajectory - A$,A/l and Ah
components in meters. BAD INITIALIZATION.
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Figure 31. Initialization Error Trimble Day 341 - Reference ( Filtered ): Trimble
Day 341 data differenced with reference trajectory - A</>, AX and Ah
components in meters. BAD INITIALIZATION.
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It is evident from these figures that there is a problem with the Trimble
trajectories. The increasing deviation from ihc reference trajectory alter 09:00 U TC, es-
pecially in the latitude and height components, is a consistent trend. This consistency,
even when some of the other factors examined were changed, indicates that the initial-
ization may have been responsible for the deviations. The trend occurs using both
TRIMMBP and OMNI and both Broadcast and Precise l;phcmeriscs. Figure 32 pre-
sents the plot of the OMNI and TRIMMBP day 341 heights when the initialization of
the Trimble antenna was bad.
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Figure 32. Initialization Error OMNI and TRIMMBP Day 341 Heights: A
comparison of the first two hours of the height component output by
OMNI and TRIMMBP using the Trimble day 341 data.
It is quite obvious that the initialization here was bad. Both the OMNI and
the TRIMMBP solutions began with the same height, but they soon diverged before
stabilizing with about a two meter oflset between them.
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3. Satellite Geometry
During each session, as satellites rose and set, the geometry of the GPS config-
uration changed. Since the receivers were tracking more than four satellites most of the
time, the PDOP values were generally low. Figure 33 shows the change in PDOP with
time for the period between 07:00 and 10:30 UTC, on day 341, when the reference tra-
jectory overlaps with the GPS trajectories. The satellite geometry should be similar on
the previous day, with about a four minute offset.
The PDOP values are recorded in the data, at each epoch, along with the dis-
tance measurements. A program was used to extract the times for each PDOP value.
Another program was written to select points in the reference trajectory with a desired
PDOP value. Thus it was possible to difference each GPS trajectory with refe;..ice
points at times when the PDOP was a fixed, predetermined value. The baselines between
the fixed reference station, Beach - Lab, and the ship antennas were short. Thus the
PDOP values of the fixed station were used as an indicator of the overall satellite - re-
ceiver geometry. Table 15 presents a statistical summary of the differences, for the var-
ious PDOP values recorded.
Table 15. PDOP FACTOR COMPARISON: Differences in the
<f), X and h components be





A</> cm A^ cm Ah cm
ASHTECH
DAY 341
All 8500 -42 ± 64 28 + 57 39 ±53
2 4580 -35 + 62 45 + 49 57 + 48
3 2810 -49 ± 65 18 + 57 23 + 49
4 1240 -57 ± 64 -16 + 54 5 + 48
TRIMBLE
DAY 341
All 8400 -202+ 131 139 ± 128 -18 + 310
2 4700 -133 + 70 195 + 54 181 +70
3 2940 -256+ 114 112+ 122 -186 + 272
4 730 -437 ± 127 -119+ 144 -640 + 166
As discussed in chapter II satellite geometry has an important effect on the ac-
curacy achieved. The measurement accuracy is fixed and is determined by the equipment
used. The positioning accuracy is a factor of the PDOP, a x = PDOP • o . This would
suggest a deterioration of the positioning accuracy as the PDOP increases.
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Figure 33. PDOP as a runction of Time - Day 341
The PDOP changed only slightly during the survey, with values between two
and four for the most part. The values presented in table 15 show no significant changes
in the accuracy as the PDOP increased.
4. Broadcast or Precise Ephemeris
The Ashtech and Trimble programs allow the user to choose the desired
ephemeris file for creating the undilferenccd phase measurements file. A comparison of
the resulting trajectories, using the Broadcast and the Precise Ephemeris files, each dif-
ferenced from the reference trajectory, is presented in table 16. The data used is the
Ashtech day 341 data and the Trimble days 340 and 341 data, processed with the
Trimble software.
Table 17 shows the differences between the trajectories for each receiver, once
processed with the Broadcast Ephemeris and once with the Precise Ephemeris. The same
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Table 16. EPHEMERIS FILE COMPARISON: Results of processing using Broadcast
Precise Ephemeris files - average distance and standard deviation, in centimeters, fi
the reference trajectory' in the <t>. X and h components.






ASHTECH / GPPS 341
A<f> 2 ±66 3 ±66
AX 59 ± 50 60 + 53 850
Ah 111+47 114 ±47
TRIMBLE /
TRIMMBP 340
A<j) -164 ±89 — 197 ± 120
A). 210 ±65 196 ±73 530
Ah 107 ± 182 29 + 255
TRIMBLE /
TRIMMBP 341
A</> -202 ± 131 -211 + 142
a;. 139 ± 128 128+ 146 840
Ah -18 + 310 -38 ±333
data as in the above table was used, only this time the full overlap from initialization
was used, increasing the number of points used accordingly.
Table 17. PRECISE - BROADCAST EPHEMERIS: The trajectory files processed using Prec
Ephemerises compared to the same data processed using Broadcast Ephemerises - <
ferences in centimeters in the </>, X and h components.
DATA DAY SOFTWARE A<f> cm AX cm Ah cm NO. CPOIN1
ASHTECH




0.1 ±0.7 -0.1 ±0.5 0.6+ 1.1 139(1
341 0±2.8 -2.4 ±4.5 5± 16 1558C
Two receivers, on a short baseline, essentially see the satellites at the same angle.
Any error in the satellite position, in any direction, will be observed by both receivers
almost identically. The double differencing procedure should eliminate this effect from
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the measurements. The values in table 17 are once again small, in accordance with our
expectations.
5. Data Interval
All data were recorded at a one second interval. However all three programs,
Ashtech, Trimble and NGS - OMNI, allow the user to determine the data interval for
processing. The Ashtech and Trimble day 341 data were processed with a ten second
interval to compare to the one second outputs. Table 18 shows the results of this com-
parison.
Table 18. RECORDING INTERVAL COMPARISON - DAY 341 DATA: Results of
processing using a one second and a ten second interval - difference between
output trajectories and reference in centimeters in the 0, X and h components.






Acj) 2 + 67
8500
2 + 49
900a;. 59 + 50 59 + 35





900A). 139 ± 138 131 ± 140
Ah -18 + 310 -34 + 321
Table 19. ONE SECOND - TEN SECOND INTERVAL DAY 341: The differences be-
tween one second interval trajectories and ten second interval trajectories, in
centimeters, in the </>, A and h components.
DATA NO. OFPOINTS A</> cm A X cm A/r cm
ASHTECH
900 -5 + 33 -7 + 35 2 + 30
TRIMBLE
900 -3 + 8 1 + 8 -7+ 17
Table 19 shows the differences between the one second and the ten second in-
terval trajectories. The data rate used in the processing should not have any effect on
the results. Table 19 verifies this for the data examined, although the Ashtech solutions
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show a larger standard deviation between the solutions. The noise in the solution is
slightly reduced with a ten second interval used. The receivers used can record data at
various rates, according to the user's input. The only consideration for selecting a certain
data rate, either in the processing or in the data acquisition, should be computer storage
space. One might argue that recording data at an infrequent rate will reduce the chances
of cycle slips. This may be so, but since cycle slips are random phenomena, it is impos-
sible to avoid them simply by selecting a low data recording rate. The ability to repair
cycle slips depends on the time interval over which they occur. The longer the time lapse,
the harder it is to interpolate accurately over the cycle slip. This suggests that it may be
better to use a more frequent data recording interval.
6. Multipath
Multipath, especially on a moving platform, is a difficult parameter to assess.
It cannot be determined directly by observation. However, correlation of errors ( or
offsets from the reference trajectory ) with the direction in which the ship was moving,
could indicate a multipath effect. Figure 34 shows the changes in the ship's heading as
a function of time, for day 341.
The three revolutions of the ship around the pre-determined track are evident
in the plots as are the times when the ship changed course. The plots were examined in
conjunction with the error plots in each direction to try to find some correlation. No
strong evidence to indicate that multipath was responsible for any of the trends or
anomalies mentioned before, was found. Careful planning of the antenna array on the
ship's mast, as well as relatively calm seas, appear to have afforded a low multipath en-
vironment during the experiment.
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The objectives of this study were to determine the accuracy feasible in a shipborne
kinematic GPS survey and the effects of certain factors on the accuracy achieved. A
major factor which affected the study were the numerous problems encountered in get-
ting the various programs to work. The example of the seven missing data points in the
Ashtech day 340 data base, and the fact that the processing programs could not ac-
commodate this gap, indicate a serious limitation in the software. The Trimble program
uses a complex input file which calls various subroutines. While this structured proc-
essing technique has some advantages, it also complicates matters when simple changes
are desired. An example of this is the option to use or ignore the tropospheric correction.
In the Ashtech and NGS - OMNI programs, this option is easily chosen. The many
attempts to exclude the tropospheric correction from the Trimble program, were all un-
successful. OMNI was used with both the Ashtech and Trimble data. However, there
were some difficulties in using OMNI with the Ashtech data, mainly due to format in-
compatibilities. These were eventually solved by NGS.
The first conclusions from this study pertain to this post - processing software
comparison. It is imperative to point out that kinematic GPS surveying is not yet fully
developed. Most companies, and users such as NGS, are continuing to develop and im-
prove techniques to overcome the many idiosyncracies of kinematic GPS. Hopefully,
future studies along the lines of this one, will not encounter the same problems. However
the following comments on the various receivers and programs are appropriate at pres-
ent.
The Ashtech receivers are easy to use, demand very little user - receiver interaction
and are very versatile. The processing software, while easy to use, has serious limitations
and is not particularly robust. However, when no serious problems, such as cycle slips,
occur, the output is of high quality. The solution produced appears to be within a few
centimeters, or tens of centimeters of the " truth ". Certainly it is within the noise level
of the reference trajectory.
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The Trimble receivers are also relatively easy to use. They demand more user-
receiver interaction than the Ashtech, but certainly nothing complicated. The Trimble
software, while seemingly more robust than the Ashtech, is also more complicated to
use. The results indicate a strong sensitivity to the initialization. When a position, about
two meters off the actual position, was used for the ship antenna at initialization, the
solution appeared good for about two and a half hours, but rapidly deteriorated there-
after. When the correct position was used, the solution remained good throughout the
session. It appears that changing satellite geometry and the setting and rising of satel-
lites, caused the solution to deteriorate.
The NGS software has many advantages. It is general and can be used with various
receivers' data. It enables the user to easily choose different options from a menu. It
produces many plots in the interim stages which assist the user in finding problems
which, when identified, can be fixed with certain algorithms applied. This however has
the disadvantage of requiring a large amount of computer memory.
B. SOLUTION ACCURACY
It is evident from the results that highly accurate trajectories are feasible with
kinematic GPS techniques. The Ashtech plots in particular shows signs of producing an
output even more accurate than the reference trajectory itself. The results of the differ-
encing procedure certainly fall within the noise level ( about 60 cm ) of the laser system.
The Ashtech data, processed with OMNI, seems to be of the same order of accuracy
as the output obtained from GPPS. However, the limitation in OMNI, whereby
ephemeris data for a certain satellite is necessary before the satellite is used, seriously
constrains the program. The fact that neither software program could overcome the
seven second gap in the Ashtech data, also has serious consequences, since cycle slips
are to be expected in a shipborne survey.
The Trimble trajectory produced is of a similar accuracy to the Ashtech. However,
the first processing attempts, with a baseline off by about two meters, caused the sol-
ution to deviate drastically after a period of time. Once this mistake was rectified and a
correct baseline input used, the solution improved and remained steady throughout the
session, giving comparible results to the Ashtech.
The trend in the height, when the bad baseline input was used, shows signs of being
correlated to the satellites. This is due to the fact that it appears on both days, with a
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four minute offset in time. It does not show any correlation with the ship's heading,
PDOP or software used.
C. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
The main factors affecting the accuracy of shipborne GPS surveys are the initial-
ization and the receiver and software package used. The other factors examined had little
effect on the results. Table 20 provides a concise overview of the various program's ad-
vantages and limitations.
Table 20. SOFTWARE ATTRIBUTES









one meter one meter
two meters from r
erence
Trends none none none
Anoma-
lies
height begins 1 m be-
low initialization
height
height bias of about
lm none




some capability some capability good capability
Data gaps












Ashtech only Trimble only many receivers
Ephemeris Broadcast and Precise
Broadcast and Precise Broadcast and Prec
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APPENDIX A. GLOSSARY
1. ALMANAC - Data transmitted by a GPS satellite which includes orbit informa-
tion on all the satellites, clock correction and atmospheric delay parameters. These
data are used to facilitate rapid SV acquisition. The orbit information is a subset
of the ephcmeris data with reduced accuracy.
2. AMBIGLTTY - The unknown integer number of cycles of the reconstructed carrier
phase contained in an unbroken set of measurements from a single satellite pass
at a single receiver.
3. BASELINE - The three - dimensional vector distance between a pair of stations for
which simultaneous GPS data has been collected and processed with differential
techniques.
4. C/A CODE - The Coarse/Acqasition ( or Clear/Acquasition ) code modulated onto
the GPS LI signal. This code is a sequence of 1023 pseudorandom binary biphase
modulations on the GPS carrier at a chipping rate of 1.023 MHz, thus having a
code repitition period of one millisecond. This code was selected to provide good
acquisition properties.
5. CARRIER - A radio wave having at least one characteristic ( such as frequency,
amplitude, phase ) which may be varied from a known reference value by modu-
lation.
6. CARRIER BEAT PHASE - The phase of the signal which remains when the in-
coming Doppler - shifted satellite carrier signal is beat ( the difference frequency
signal is generated ) with the nominally constant reference frequency generated in
the receiver.
7. CARRIER FREQUENCY - The frequency of the unmodulated fundamental out-
put of a radio transmitter. The GPS LI carrier frequency is 1575.42 MHz.
8. DIFFERENTIAL ( RELATIVE ) POSITIONING - Determination of relative
coordinates of two or more receivers which are simultaneously tracking the same
satellites. Dynamic Differential positioning is a real - time calibration technique
achieved by sending corrections to the roving user from one or more monitor
stations.
9. DIFFERENCIAL PROCESSING - GPS measurements can be differenced be-
tween receivers, satellites and epochs. Although many combinations are possible,
the present convention for differential processing of GPS phase measurements is
to take differences between receivers ( single differences ), then between satellites
( double differences ), then between epochs ( triple differences).
A single - difference measurement between receivers is the instantaneous dif-
ference in phase of the signal from the the same satellite, measured by two receivers
simultaneously.
A double - difference measurement is obtained by differencing the single dif-
ference for one satellite with respect to the corresponding single difference for a
chosen reference satellite.
A triple - difference measurement is the difference between a double difference
at one epoch of time and the same double difference at a previous epoch of time.
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10. DILUTION OF PRECISION ( DOP ) - A description of the purely geometrical
contribution to the uncertainty in a position fix, given by the expression DOP =
SQRT TRACE (AA) where AA is the design matrix for the instantaneous position
solution ( dependant on satellite - receiver geometry ). The DOP factor depends on
the parameters of the position - fix solution. Standard terms for the GPS applica-
tion are :
GDOP - Geometric ( three position coordinates plus clock offset in the
solution ).
PDOP - Position ( three coordinates only ).
HDOP - Horizontal ( two horizontal coordinates only ).
VDOP - Vertical ( height parameter only ).
TDOP - Time ( clock offset parameter only ).
RDOP - Relative ( normalized to 60 seconds ).
11. DoD - Department of Defense.
12. DOPPLER SHIFT - The apparent change in frequency of a received signal due to
the rate of change of the range between the transmitter and the receiver. See re-
constructed carrier phase.
13. EARTH - CENTERED - EARTH - FIXED (ECEF) - Cartesian coordinate sys-
tem where the X direction is the intersection of the prime meridian ( Greenwich )
with the equator. The vectors rotate with the Earth ( hence Earth fixed ). Z is in
the direction of the spin axis and Y completes a right handed orthogonal coordinate
system.
14. ELEVATION - Height above mean sea level. Vertical distance above the geoid.
15. ELEVATION ANGLE - The angle, above the horizon, at which the satellite is
seen by the receiver.
16. ELEVATION MASK ANGLE - That angle below which it is recommended that
satellites not be tracked ( or if tracked, not used in processing ). The common ele-
vation mask angles used are 10 or 15 degrees to avoid interference problems caused
by tall buildings, trees, terrain etc. and multipath errors.
17. EPHEMERIS - A list of ( accurate ) positions or locations of a celestial object as
a function of time. Available in GPS terms as " Broadcast Ephemeris " or as
postprocessed " Precise Ephemeris. "
18. EPOCH - Measurement interval or data frequency, as in making observations ev-
ery 15 seconds.
19. EXTRATERRESTRIAL - existing outside the earth or it's atmosphere.
20. GEOCENTER - The center of the earth.
21. GEOID - The particular equipotential surface which coincides with mean sea level,
and which may be imagined to extend through the continents. This surface is ev-
erywhere perpendicular to the force of gravity.
22. GEODETIC HEIGHT - Also called ellipsoidal height, this is the height above the
reference ellipsoid, measured along the ellipsoidal outer normal through the point
in question.
23. INTEGER BIAS TERMS - The receiver counts the radiowaves from the satellite,
as they pass the antenna, to a high degree of accuracy. However, it has no infor-
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mation on the number of waves to the satellite at the time it started counting. This
unknown number of wavelengths between the satellite and the antenna is the inte-
ger bias term.
24. INTEGTRATED DOPPLER - A measurement of Doppler shift frequency or
phase over time.
25. IONOSPHERIC DELAY - A wave propagating through the ionosphere ( which
is a nonhomogenous [ in space and time ] and dispersive medium ) experiences de-
lay. Phase delay depends on electron content and affects carrier signals. Group de-
lay depends on dispersion in the ionosphere as well, and affects signal modulation
( codes ). The phase and group delay are of the same magnitude but opposite in
sign.
26. KINEMATIC SURVEYING - A form of continuous differential carrier - phase
surveying requiring only short periods of data observations at each site. Contin-
uous Kinematic surveying refers to determining the trajectory of the receiver an-
tenna which is in continuous motion ( for example mounted on a ship, plane/land
vehicle ).
27. LI - The primary L - band signal transmitted by each NAVSTAR satellite at
1575.42 MHz. ( Usually the frequency chosen for use with single frequency receiv-
ers).
28. L2 - The secondary L -band signal transmitted by each NAVSTAR satellite at
1227.60 MHz. ( Usually used only by dual frequency receivers ).
29. L BAND - The radio frequency band extending from 390 MHz to ( nominally )
1550 MHz.
30. MICROSTRIP ANTENNA - A two dimensional, flat, precisely cut piece of metal
foil glued to a substrate ( groundplane ).
31. MONITOR STATION - Worldwide group of stations used in the GPS control
segment to monitor satellite clock and orbital parameters. Data collected here are
linked to a Master Station where corrections are calculated and controlled. These
data are uploaded to each satellite at least once per day from an Upload Station.
32. MULTICHANNEL RECEIVER - A receiver containing many independent
channels for satellite tracking.
33. MULTIPATH - Interference similar to " ghosts " on a television screen which oc-
curs when GPS signals arrive at an antenna having traversed different paths. The
signal traversing the longer path will yield a larger pseudo range estimate and in-
crease the error. Multiple paths may arise from reflections from structures near the
antenna.
34. MULTIPATH ERROR - A positioning error resulting from interference between
radiowaves which have traveled between the transmitter and the receiver by two
paths of different electrical lengths.
35. NAVSTAR - The name given to GPS satellites, built by Rockwell International,
which is an acronym formed from NAVigation System with Timing and Ranging.
36. NGS - National Geodetic Survey.
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37. OBSERVING SESSION - The period of time over which GPS data is collected
simultaneously by two or more receivers.
38. P - CODE - The protected or precise code used on both LI and L2 GPS
beacons.This code will be made available by the DoD only to authorized users. The
P - code is a very long ( about 10**14 bits ) sequence of pseudorandom binary
biphase modulations on the GPS carrier at a chipping rate of 10.23 MHz which
does not repeat itself for about 38 weeks. Each satellite uses a one - week segment
of this code which is unique to each GPS satellite and is reset each week.
39. PHASE LOCK - The technique whereby the phase of an oscillator signal is made
to follow exactly the phase of a reference signal by first comparing the phases of
the two signals, then using the resulting phase difference signal to adjust the refer-
ence oscillator frequency to eliminate phase difference when the two signals are
next compared.
40. PRECISE POSITIONING SERVICE - The highest level of military dynamic po-
sitioning accuracy that will be provided by GPS, based on the dual - frequency P -
code and having high anti - jam and anti - spoof qualities.
41. PRN - Pseudorandom noise, a sequence of digital l's and 0's which appears to be
randomly distributed like noise, but which can be exactly reproduced. The impor-
tant property of PRN codes is that they have a low autocorrelation value for all
deiays or lags except when they are exactly coincident. Each NAVSTAR satellite
has its own unique C/A and P pseudorandom - noise codes.
42. PSEUDORANGE - A measure of the apparent propagation time from the satellite
to the receiver antenna, expressed as a distance. Pseudorange is obtained by
multiplying the apparent signal - propagation time by the speed of light.
Pseudorange differs from the actual range by the amount that the satellite and user
clocks are offset, by propagation delays and other errors.
43. RANGE RATE - The rate of change of range between the satellite and receiver.
The range to a satellite changes due to satellite and observer motions. Range rate
is determined by measuring the Doppler shift of the satellite beacon carrier.
44. RECONSTRUCTED CARRIER PHASE - The difference between the phase of
the incoming Doppler shifted GPS carrier and the phase of a nominally constant
reference frequency generated in the receiver. For Static positioning the recon-
structed carrier phase is sampled at epochs determined by a clock in the receiver.
The reconstructed carrier phase changes according to the continuously inte-
grated Doppler shift of the incoming signal, biased by the integral of the frequency
offset between the satellite and the receiver reference oscillators.
The reconstructed carrier phase can be related to the satellite - to - receiver
range once the initial range ( or phase ambiguity ) has been determined. A change
in the satellite - to - receiver range of one wavelength of the GPS carrier ( 19 cm
for LI ) will result in a one - cycle change in the phase of the reconstructed carrier.
45. ROVER - A moving receiver in the kinematic mode of GPS.
46. RTCM - Radio Technical Commision for Maritime Services. Commision set up to
define a differential data link to relay GPS correction messages from a monitor
station to a field user. RTCM SC - 104 recommendations define the correction
message format and 16 different correction message types.
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47. SELECTIVE AVAILABILITY ( SA ) - A DoD program to control the accuracy
of pseudorange measurements, whereby the user receives a false pscudorange which
is in error by a controlled amount. Differential GTS techniques can reduce these
effects for local applications.
48. STATIC POSITIONING - Positioning applications in which the positions of
static or near static points are determined.
49. SV - Satellite vehicle or space vehicle.
50. TOW - Time of week, in seconds, from midnight Sunday UTC.
51. TROPOSHERIC CORRECTION - The correction applied to the measurement to
account for tropospheric delay. This value is obtained from one of various models
used which input the atmospheric parameters - temperature, pressure and relative
humidity - and output the correction factor.
52. UNIVERSAL TIME ( UT ) - Local solar mean time at Greenwich Meridian.
53. UNIVERSAL TIME COORDINATED ( UTC ) - Uniform atomic time system
kept very close to UT corrected for polar motion and seasonal variations in the
earth's rotation rate. Maintained by the U.S. Naval Observatory and corrected with
leap seconds when necessary.
54. USER RANGE ACCURACY ( URA ) - The contribution to the range - meas-
urement error from an individual error source ( apparent clock and ephemeris pre-
diction accuracies ), converted into range units, assuming that the error source is
uncorrelated with all other error sources.
55. WORLD GEODETIC SYSTEM - 84 ( WGS - 84 ) - The mathematical ellipsoid
used by GPS since January 1987.
56. WIDELANE - A linear combination of LI and L2 observations used to partially
remove ionospheric errors.
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APPENDIX B. ADJUSTMENT COMPUTATIONS AND
LINEARIZATION TECHNIQUES
We have described the measurements and the observation equations for the various
models. In order to determine the required parameters, receiver coordinates at each in-
stant, we need to relate the measurements to the observation equations. This is done in
a least squares process. A general overview of the least squares technique is given here.




where La are the theoretical, calculated values of the observed quantaties and X is a
vector of the theoretical values of the parameters ( coordinates ). The superscript " a
"
pertains to the adjusted inputs used in calculating the observed quantities. Estimating




where the X indicates estimated or adjusted values. The observed values, including the
errors, are given by the equation :
L b -E = FiX )
where e is the " true error " and Lb is the actual observed values of the observable ( time,
phase angle ....). Comparing the observed values to the theoretical, calculated values
produces : Lb — e = F(X") but this calculated value can be expressed as a Taylor series
expansion around an estimated value - X° resulting in :
L b -t = F{X°) = F(X°) + -^-\ xa = xo(X
a
-X°) + ...
In this case we are linearizing by truncating the Taylor series expansion at the first
dF
derivative term, -rrr- o = A which is called the design matrix. If we have n ob-
servations ( measurements ) and u parameters to solve for ( coordinates, integer am-
biguity ...) the resulting design matrix will be of the size u x n.
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Rearranging the previous equation and substituting in A for the partial derivitive,
we get
- e = AX + F(X°) - L b where. X = X* - X°; F{X°) = L°
Using the estimated parameter the error becomes a residual " V " and the above equation
takes the form of:
V = AX + F(X°) - L b where X = X" - X°; L° - L b = L
A
The least squares observation equation now becomes V = AX + L. What we want is a
minimum variance solution. Using a weight matrix, P, we wish to minimize VTPV which
is
VTPV=(AX+ L) TP{AX + L)
= XTA TPAX + XTA TPL + L TPAX + L TPL
Since,
v
XTuuAlnPmLx = x LlnPmA uuX{ we need to minimize
F-
rPF = XA TPAX + 2L TPAX + L rPL
We minimize this by partially differentiating with respect to Jf and equating to zero.
The result is :
X = -{A TPA)~ X A TPL.
A A A
Recalling that X = X" — X° our adjusted values are obtained by adding X to our initial
estimated values X°. Iterating until X becomes less than a preset tolerance, produces the
least squares solution for determining the parameters.
The variance - covariance matrix of adjusted parameters is a u x u matrix whose
diagonal elements contain the variances of the different parameters. The variance -

















APPENDIX C. COMPUTER REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MBPPE.
This appendix is a concise summary of the GPS data files collected during the ex-
periment, the processed trajectory files and the reformatted files used in the differencing
programs. The main objective of this appendix is to provide pertinent information, par-
ticularly of file size and processing time, for each of the data sets used.
The computer used for most of the processing was a 25 MHz 386 with 120 MB hard
drive, 4 MB RAM and an 80387 math co - processor. Table 21 shows the Ashtech data
files collected during the two days of kinematic surveying. At the time the data was col-
lected the Ashtech software had an expanded data format, where channels not being
used in the receiver put out zeros for data. In the newer software this inefficient data
storage system has been changed and the files are more condensed. A program enables
the user to convert expanded format data to compressed format data for use with the
new version software.
Table 21. ASHTECH DOWNLOADED DATA FILES
Day Raw Data File Expanded Compacted
340
BDOP1390.340




16 MB 8 Md
BSHIP490.341
The ephemeris data ( " E " ) files are about 6.5 KB each and the site ( " S " ) files
are about 0.5 KB each. The " U " files created for processing are about 1.4 times the size
of the original raw data files. This results in two files of over 12 MB created. However,
once created, the original raw data is no longer needed for processing. Two " U " files
for any day were on the order of 25 MB together. The full output file after processing
five and three quarter hours of data, was over 5 MB in size. Reformatting to contain
only times, latitude, longitude and height, condensed the trajectory file to about 1 MB.
Table 22 shows the Trimble files downloaded from the PC where the data was
logged. The data - logger stores data in a compressed mode and expands it in the
downloading process.
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Table 22. TRIMBLE DOWN-
LOADED DATA FILES





The ephemeris files ( .EPH ) are 10.75 KB each, the message files ( .MES ) are about
1.6 KB each and the ionosphere files ( .ION ) are 115 bytes each.
The scratch file created by the Trimble software combines the data files into undif-
ferenced data for processing. This file, which exists together with the raw data files, is
about two times the size of the original raw data files combined. This resulted in scratch
files on the order of 23 MB being created for four and a quarter hours of processing data.
The maximum number of points that can be processed by the Trimble software is 16,000
- just over four and a quarter hours at a 1 second recording interval. The output files,
resulting from the processing and containing dx, dy and dz offsets from the reference
station, are over 1.25 MB in size. Converting these files to the reference trajectory format
with times, latitude, longitude and height, creates files of about 8 MB.
The reference trajectory files are about 400 KB each. The output of the differencing
program which compared the GPS trajectories to the reference trajectories, was about
500 KB in each case.
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